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ABSTRACT
Employee job satisfaction during a reorganization has been of interest to leaders that rely on
personnel to execute the organization’s mission. This is particularly important when the
employees’ mission is to provide needed equipment to U.S. Marines in the operating forces that,
at any moment, can be called upon to engage in combat operations. Ensuring employee job
satisfaction in itself is a difficult task. This difficulty is exacerbated when the employees are
civilians working in a military-led organization. The topic of job satisfaction and organizational
change is expounded upon in substantial research. However, there is limited research on job
satisfaction of civilians working in a military organization during organizational change. The
Marine Corps Systems Command conducted their Force Structure Review without the use of any
recognized leadership theory. This study looked at the reorganization through the lens of
Kotter’s Leading Change Model, highlighting employees’ perceptions of job satisfaction,
individual effectiveness, and organizational effectiveness. This manuscript conveys findings of
research conducted in the summer of 2018, which included 242 civilian employees and 6 senior
military officers of the US Marine Corps Systems Command headquartered at Marine Corps
Base Quantico, Virginia. Findings indicate there is a significant division of perceptions of
civilian employees and senior military leadership in the design and execution of the Force
Structure Review as it relates to civilian employees’ job satisfaction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Leadership theory applies across all domains. Many people will read the title of this
dissertation and wonder why research on leadership of a large United States Marine Corps
organization is being conducted under the egis of the Department of Agricultural, Leadership,
and Community Education (ALCE). In order to be an effective leader, one must look outside
one’s paradigm to garner different views and approaches to the various challenges organizations
face in the increasing fast paced global society.
The mission statement of ALCE identifies that “leadership and social change” is a core
area of focus (https://www.alce.vt.edu/about.html). The Force Structure Review of the Marine
Corps Acquisition organization aligns with that core focus area. Utilizing the education and
leadership curriculum of ACLE has provides the rigor for academic theory to have direct
relevance to the “real world.” The final beneficiary of this dissertation will be the men and
women of the United States Marine Corps that serve and protect this great nation.
Background
When the United States of America is facing a crisis, the adage “Send in the Marines” is
often lauded. The United States Marine Corps’ 242-year history, reputation, and war fighting
prowess “connotes both a demand for action and a presumption of success” by the American
public (Government, 2011, p. 1). Unequivocally, no other military service is held in the same
regard.
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Since its inception in 1775, the Marine Corps has transformed itself based on the needs of
a nation to have a formidable warfighting capability. The transformation of the first Marines’
mission to raid British ships and facilities during the US Revolutionary War to current roles and
operations has been an evolving process. Today’s Marine Corps has larger responsibility and
functions as identified in both US Law and US Department of Defense Policy.
Current US law and Policy, Defense U. S., Department of Defense Directive 5100.1
(2010) identifies the following:
The Marine Corps shall develop concepts, doctrine, tactics, techniques, and
proceduresand organize, train, equip, and provide forces, normally employed as
combined arms air ground task forces, to serve as an expeditionary force-in-readiness,
and perform the following specific functions:
(1) Seize and defend advanced naval bases or lodgments to facilitate subsequent
joint operations.
(2) Provide close air support for ground forces.
(3) Conduct land and air operations essential to the prosecution of a naval
campaign or as directed.
(4) Conduct complex expeditionary operations in the urban littorals and other
challenging environments.
(5) Conduct amphibious operations, including engagement, crisis response, and
power projection operations to assure access. The Marine Corps has primary
responsibility for the development of amphibious doctrine, tactics, techniques,
and equipment.
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(6) Conduct security and stability operations and assist with the initial
establishment of a military government pending transfer of this responsibility to
other authority.
(7) Provide security detachments and units for service on armed vessels of the
Navy, provide protection of naval property at naval stations and bases, provide
security at designated U.S. embassies and consulates, and perform other such
duties as the President or the Secretary of Defense may direct. These additional
duties may not detract from or interfere with the operations for which the Marine
Corps is primarily organized. (pp. 31-32)
Despite the Marine Corps being an expeditionary force that is able to rapidly adjust in the
conduct of military operations, the realities of the exponential rate of change in the global society
will necessitate leaders to consider and apply a plethora of leadership constructs to ensure there
will always be an advantage against adversaries, be it on the traditional battlefield or in
cyberspace. One particular area is the acquisition and fielding of weapon systems, equipment,
and technologies. The ongoing US combat operations post 9/11 has realized the enemy is
rapidly evolving and increasing its technical capabilities, both indigenously and through
assistance of third parties. Since 2001, Al-Qaeda is now present in 24-countries and there is a
“surfeit of foreign volunteers fighting in Yemen, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, Libya, and
Mali as well as in Syria and Iraq” (Hoffman, 2016, p. 5). That progression has resulted in the
United States having to develop ways to address the threat. The Marine Corps organizations to
acquire and field weapon systems, equipment, and technologies are the Marine Corps Systems
Command and the Program Executive Officer Land Systems.
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Meeting the equipping and technology needs of the Marine Corps has transformed from
simple buying of equipment or obtaining it from the other military services to becoming a multibillion-dollar acquisition, technology, and logistics enterprise that is guided by US Statutes,
Policies, and Processes. The construct of the acquisition of major defense systems was approved
and promulgated by the Secretary of Defense via a Department of Defense Directive in 1971.
The purpose of the Directive was that it “establishes policy for major defense systems acquisition
in the Military Departments and Defense Agencies” (U.S. Department of Defense, 1971, p. 1).
The Marine Corps, unlike the other three military services, were the last to embrace and direct
resources towards the new construct of Defense Acquisition. This is evidenced by the fact that
the Marine Corps established an acquisition organization, the Marine Corps Systems Command
(MCSC), 22 years later.
There are two notions as to the protracted time it took to establish MCSC. The first being
that since the Marine Corps is the smallest of the military services it did not have the manpower
or fiscal resources to establish an organization. The second and most universally accepted is
simply cultural.
Since its inception in 1775 the Marine Corps’ focus has been being a naval expeditionary
force. This focus is driven by five Marine Corps Core Competencies (USMC, 2001). The five
core competencies are as follows:
•

Warfighting Culture and Dynamic Decision Making,

•

Expeditionary Forward Operations,

•

Sustainable and Interoperable Power Projection,

•

Combined Arms Integration, and
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•

Forcible Entry from the Sea.
Cultural acceptance of organizational change and the levying of a new construct to a 242-

year-old organization are daunting. Culture is defined by Schein (2010) as “a pattern of shared
basic assumptions learned by a group as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal
integration, which has worked well enough to be considered valid, and, therefore, to be taught to
new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems” (p.
18). Culture is further codified when it applies to the military. Hill (2015) states that militaries
are societies unto themselves, with their own sociology, history, values and beliefs. Military
culture is built on the principles of shared history and values.
Problem Statement
Marine Corps post 9/11 combat operations created an exponential need to acquire and
field weapon systems to the operating forces. For a decennium, the Marine Corps acquired and
fielded vast amounts of weapon systems and technologies. The end of combat operations in Iraq
in 2012 and reduction of forces in Afghanistan, coupled with sequestration, forced senior USMC
leadership to reevaluate the Marine Corps. Sequestration is part of the Budget Control Act that
mandated $1.2 trillion in cuts across federal agencies to include $500 million to the military over
the next decade (Military.com, 2016). That notwithstanding, the 37th Commandant of the Marine
Corps published the Marine Corps Operating Concept that requested all Marines to engage in
bettering the warfighting capability. Specifically, the guidance included the following forward:
We need every Marine and Sailor to seek creative solutions to today’s and tomorrow’s
complex problems. We need your ideas and your critical thinking. We need to change
where it makes sense, adapt as quickly as possible, and constantly innovate to stay ahead
5

of our adversaries. Our ability to adapt more quickly than our enemies will be vital to our
future success. (Commandant of the Marine Corps, 2016, p. i)
One area that received attention was how the USMC Acquisition Organizations are
aligned with the Operating forces. Utilizing the intent of the Commandant’s Guidance, the
Marine Corps Systems Command initiated a Force Structure Review (FSR) to align with the
organizational constructs of operating forces, the Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF),
while continuing its mission “to equip the Marine Corps with the most capable and cost-effective
full-spectrum ground weapon and information technology systems for current and future
expeditionary and crisis-response capabilities” (USMC, 2017a, p. 1). The FSR has a significant
impact on the organizational culture and behavior. The organization was designed under the
guise of technology and innovation. The USMC focused on acquiring, procuring, and fielding
equipment based on the “acquisition principles of cost, schedule, and performance” (U.S.
Department of Defense, 2007, p. 1). For a quarter of a century, the USMC has operated and
functioned in that capacity. The military paradigm shift to functionally align with the MAGTF
construct becomes difficult to embrace because, as Morrison (1950) states, “military
organizations are societies built around and upon the prevailing weapon systems. Intuitively and
quite correctly the military man feels that a change in weapons portends a change in
arrangements of his society” (p. 5).
The FSR was conducted by a dedicated team of individuals within the Marine Corps
Systems Command. Individuals represented the Command’s various competencies (e.g.,
logistics, financial, engineering, and program management). The team worked over the course
of a year to recommend how the Command would be organized to align with the MAGTF. Upon
completion, the team presented its recommendations and findings to the Commanding General.
6

The Commanding General (after consultation and gaining approval from the Commandant of the
Marine Corps and the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Research, Development, and Acquisition)
approved the implementation of the recommendations of the FSR.
The implementation of the redesign of the organization directly affects the culture of this
25-year-old military focused acquisition organization. As Schein (2010) notes, “culture implies
that rituals, climates, values, and behaviors tie together into a coherent whole, and this pattern or
insight is the essence of what we mean by culture” (p. 17). Furtherance of this thought process
towards a military organization, Hill (2015) identifies that we must “focus on things associated
with what has worked in the past, and to examine the symbols, norms, behaviors, etc., that
constitute these things” (p. 86).
The impacts to culture, morale and unit cohesion will be of concern as this large
organization (over 2,000 military and federal civilians) moves forward. Despite claims in the
Concept of Operations & Acquisition Readiness Guide that “we adopt competency alignment
and Marine Corps C2 [Command and Control] principles to create this unique organizational and
management construct which provides decision space for leaders and promote innovation”
(Shrader, 2017, p. 1), it is evident the FSR was conducted via military cultural mindset vice the
use of recognized leadership theories, organizational constructs, and feedback mechanisms to
appropriately measure the impact, satisfaction levels, and viewpoints of the workforce.
Job satisfaction is recognized as “one of the most important indicators of employee work
morale and a good predictor of work motivation and performance” (Hur, 2018, p. 655). Defining
job satisfaction is analogous to defining leadership; whereby, there are many definitions and
descriptions. Locke (1995) defines job satisfaction as “satisfaction with the job components,
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such as the work itself, and that satisfaction with the components is based on satisfaction with
the elements that make up the components,” such as “tasks, roles, responsibilities, relationships,
benefits and rewards” (p. 123). In addition to components identified by Locke (1995), there are
many organizational variables that effect job satisfaction. Those variables include the culture of
the organization, leadership style, citizenship behavior, absenteeism, and job turnover (Akdol &
Arikboga, 2015).
Determining if the FSR was a success is based from the lens through which one is
viewing, which necessitates an assessment for effectiveness against a prominent leadership
model. The leadership theory utilized in the review of the FSR is John Kotter’s (1996) eightstage process to address the common errors of organizational change. Kotter (2012) identified
eight common errors in organizational change:
•

Allowing too much complacency

•

Failing to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition

•

Underestimating the power of vision

•

Under communicating the vison by a factor of 10 (or 100 or even a 1000)

•

Permitting obstacles to block the new vision

•

Failing to create short-term wins

•

Declaring victory too soon

•

Neglecting to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture

Consequences of the identified errors led Kotter (2012) to develop an eight-stage process
to create successful organizational change. Each of the stages needs to be conducted in
sequential order; whereas, “skipping even a single step or getting too far ahead without a solid
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base almost always creates problems” (p. 26). Kotter (2012) notes that the first four stages are
designed to lighten the status quo, “phases five to seven then introduce many new practices; the
last stage grounds and changes in the corporate culture and helps make them stick” (p. 24). The
eight stages are as follows:
1. Establishing a sense of urgency
2. Creating the guiding coalition
3. Developing a vision and strategy
4. Communicating the change vision
5. Empowering broad-based action
6. Generating short-term wins
7. Consolidating gains and producing more change
8. Anchoring new approaches in the culture
Purpose Statement
This study will aggregate information on the civilian workforce in order for Command
leadership to be afforded an opportunity to gauge employees’ job satisfaction. Based on the
findings and results, Command leadership can make organizational and work environment
adjustments. This is deemed critical; whereas, the Command was restructed to align with the
Marine Air Ground Task Force construct and the ultimate mission goal of delivering equipment
and programs faster to the Marine operating forces, the external stakeholder.
Research Questions
This study explores the Marine Corps Acquisition Organization Force Structure Review
and the impact to the civilian workforce. The impact will examine both the morale of the
9

organization post the Force Structure Review and the feedback mechanisms. After numerous
discussions with the executive leadership of the Marine Corps Systems Command, Counsel, and
USMC Public Affairs, and my academic advisor, I developed the following three research
questions as the focus of this study.
1. How do senior leaders perceive the FSR impacted health, job satisfaction, and
effectiveness of the civilian workforce?
2. How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted perceived organizational
effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
3. How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts reported by the
workforce and senior leaders?
Significance of the Study
Leadership in the military is no different than in any other organization from the aspect
that there are differing opinions as it is viewed by theorists. An example of contrasting
viewpoints is Wong, Bliese, and McGurk (2003) believe “military leadership” is straightforward
and “leadership and the military are practically inseparable” (p. 657); whereas, researchers Blair
and Hunt (1986) argue the study of military leadership should be approached with the construct
of context-specific orientation. Blair and Hunt (1986) believe researchers must have more “indepth expertise on the variables about to which they are concerned” (p. 152).
The application of military leadership to a majority civilian workforce within the US
Department of Defense has been a fixture for decades; however, the Force Structure Review of
an acquisition organization with a predominately civilian workforce to align with a true
operational military organizational construct has never been done before in the Marine Corps.
10

The findings and results of this study will provide insight into the leadership constructs
that were used to implement a Force Structure Review, identification of feedback mechanisms,
and impact to the federal civilian workforce. Additionally, this study will be provided to USMC
senior leadership to evaluate the implementation of the Force Structure Review to ensure the
acquisition organization will continue to meet its mission: “to equip the Marine Corps with the
most capable and cost-effective full-spectrum ground weapon and information technology (IT)
systems for current and future expeditionary and crisis-response capabilities” (USMC, 2017a, p.
1). Since this dissertation will identify numerous military acronyms, Appendix A has been
developed for readers.
Summary
Organizational change can have significant impacts on leaders and employees. This is
especially true for organizations, such as the military, that have a deep history and an entrenched
organizational culture. Cultural acceptance of organizational change and the levying of a new
construct to a 242-year-old organization are daunting. Culture is defined by Schein (2010) as “a
pattern of shared basic assumptions learned by a group as it solved its problems of external
adaptation and internal integration, which has worked well enough to be considered valid, and,
therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation
to those problems” (p. 18). Culture is further codified when it applies to the military. Hill
(2015) identifies that militaries are societies unto themselves, with their own sociology, history,
values and beliefs. Military culture is built on the principles of shared history and values.
The purpose of this study was to aggregate information on the effects of the Force
Structure Review on the civilian workforce in order for Command leadership to gauge
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employees’ job satisfaction. Based on the findings and results of this study, Command
leadership can utilize pragmatism to make organizational and work environment adjustments.
Those changes are critical, because the Command was restructed to align with the Marine Air
Ground Task Force construct and the ultimate mission goal of delivering equipment and
programs faster to the Marine operating forces, the external stakeholder. The following chapters
of this doctoral disseratation provide a review of literature of key subjects, the research
methodology, results and findings of the mixed-methods research approach, and a conclusion
with recommendations for Marine Corps leadership and further research.
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Chapter Two
Review of the Literature
There has never been a study of the Force Structure Review of the Marine Corps
acquisition organization to align with the Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) and the
impact to the civilian workforce. A military Force Structure Review can be viewed as
synonymous with organizational change. The impact of organizational change on a workforce
can be perceived in a plethora of ways, dependent upon people’s vantage point. Jones and
colleagues (2008) note that “major organizational change disrupts the fabric of organizational
life in terms of interpersonal relationships, reporting lines, group boundaries, employee and work
unit status and social identities associated with group membership” (p. 295). This can be
particularly difficult in organizations with deep culture and history, whereby, employees must let
go of their previous “organizational identity and shift their social allegiance to the newly merged
superordinate organizational group” (Amiot, Terry, & Jimmieson, 2006, p. 556).
This literature review will highlight the Marine Air Ground Task Force, the Marine Corps
acquisition organization, competency alignment, Marine Corps leadership construct, job
satisfaction, and Kotter’s Leadership Theory. Those five topics have been key elements in the
transformation of a competency-aligned, acquisition-focused, civilian organization that was
warfare system product centric to one aligned with the construct of the MAGTF. The Marine
Corps as an institution has created its own leadership construct of developing a person to grow as
a leader over the course of a career. In order to effectively understand how leadership and
decision making are core principles, this review will explore and evaluate officer leadership
development from the beginning of a Marine’s enlistment. This is a significant point of research
because the focus of the military (as opposed to the public sector of society) is on operational
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and strategic concepts of “what works” and is “entwined with social status and individual
identity such as the Navy’s continued reliance on the aircraft carrier as its central offensive
asset” (Hill, 2015, p. 86). This literature review will assess the Force Structure Review based on
the constructs of Kotter’s (2012) model for leading change; whereby, his “eight-step model
primarily covers transformational change – the well-defined, well-bounded effort in which a
leader or proponent determines the new end state and drives the organization toward that end
state” (Galvin & Clark, 2015, p. 1).
The Marine Air Ground Task Force
The Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) is a scalable force with Combined Arms
Integration that blends “the art and science of commanding, controlling, training, and executing
combined arms operations from air, land, sea and space” (U.S. Department of Navy, pp. 2-3).
The evolution of the concept of Combined Arms can be traced back to combat successes of
Marine aviation working closely with Marine ground forces in the Pacific theater in World War
II. The use of Marine aviation for close air support of ground combat Marines, when land
aviation assets were not available, led to the recognition of the benefits of Combined Arms
Integration.
The success of the Marine Corps using Combined Arms became recognized officially by
the United States Government in 1947 through the National Security Act of 1947, Sec. 206,
Department of the Navy (Figure 2-1).
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(c) The United States Marine Corps, within the Department of the Navy, shall include
land combat and service forces and such aviation as may be organic therein. The Marine Corps
shall be organized, trained, and equipped to provide fleet marine forces of combined arms,
together with supporting air components, for service with the fleet in the seizure or defense of
advanced naval bases and for the conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the
prosecution of a naval campaign. It shall be the duty of the Marine Corps to develop, in
coordination with the Army and the Air Force, those phases of amphibious operations which
pertain to the tactics, technique, and equipment employed by landing forces. In addition, the
Marine Corps shall provide detachments and organizations for service on armed vessels of the
Navy, shall provide security detachments for the protection of naval property at naval stations
and bases, and shall perform such other duties as the President may direct: PROVIDED, That
such additional duties shall not detract from or interfere with the operations for which the Marine
Corps is primarily organized. The Marine Corps shall be responsible, in accordance with
integrated joint mobilization plans, for the expansion of peacetime components of the Marine
Corps to meet the needs of war.
Figure 2-1. National Security Act of 1947, Sec. 206, Department of the Navy.
After World War II, the Marine Corps (as well as the other military services) began
reconnoitering and reconstituting. The loss of Marine lives and equipment, combined with the
formalized intent of the National Security Act of 1947 that the Marine Corps integrate combined
arms, began a period of restructuring and concept development. In 1954, the Marine Corps
published The Marine Air-Ground Task Force Concept (Appendix B). The Commandant of the
Marine Corps stated that this “air-ground task forces in which air and ground units will
habitually operate as a single operational command”(U.S. Deaprtment of Navy, 1954).
Eight years after publishing The Marine Corps Task Force Concept, the Marine Corps
published Marine Corps Order 3120.3 The Organization of the Marine Air-Ground Task Forces,
dated 27 December 1962 (Appendix C). This Order defines the Marine Air-ground Task Force:
A Marine air-ground task force is a task organization which is designed to exploit
the combat powers inherent in carefully integrated air and ground operations. Its
organizational structure includes four major components:
15

1. A Command Element
2. A Ground Combat Element
3. An Aviation Combat Element
4. A Combat Service Support Element
The MAGTF of today has not deviated from the tenants that were established in the Marine
Corps 56 years ago. In fact, the four elements of today’s MAGTF are still the same. Marine
Corps Operations –MCDP 1-0 illustrates the MAGTF (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2. Marine Air-Ground Task Force Concept (MAGTF) Organization with acronym
description: CE-Command Element, ACE-Aviation Command Element, GCE-Ground Combat
Element, and LCE- Logistics Combat Element.
The MAGTF is the cornerstone of how the Marine Corps conducts combat operations.
The legislative action establishing Marine Corps Combined Arms into the present MAGTF
construct has undergone little change over the last sixty years. Today’s Marine Corps role is
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now legislatively defined in United States Code, Title 10; whereby, it directs the composition
and function of the Marine Corps (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3. National Security Act of 1947, Sec. 206, Department of the Navy.
The Marine Corps Acquisition Organization
Research and Development (R&D) of equipment became formalized in the Marine Corps
with the establishment of the Marine Corps Equipment Board in 1933. This organization’s role
was to define equipment need for the unique mission of the Marines and oversee the testing and
evaluation. Despite having this Board, the Marine Corps did not procure all of its equipment
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needs. This is substantiated as to how the Marine Corps was equipped in World War II;
whereas, “65 percent of the supplies and materials used by the Corps for ground troops was
obtained from the Army. Included were 85 percent of all ordnance items, 75 percent of all food,
and 5 percent of all engineer equipment. Of the remaining figures, the Navy contributed five
percent, the Marine Corps manufactured five percent, and the remaining 25 percent was
purchased on the open market” (Clifford, 1973, p. 91).
The reliance on other military services for equipping the Marine Corps began to change
with the National Security Act of 1947, Sec. 206, Department of the Navy. Within that
legislation, the role of the USMC was defined. The congressional verbiage defined the role of
the Marine Corps and identified that “the Marine Corps shall be organized, trained, and
equipped”(U.S. Government, 1947). Over the course of the next 40 years the Marine Corps
acquired and procured more of its own equipment. Despite the responsibility of equipping, the
Marine Corps’ acquisition and procurement shifted to different organizations, thusly portraying
acquisition as more of a collateral duty than a Command level recognized core function.
Recognition of the Marine Corps requirement for a dedicated acquisition organization
came to fruition with the Commandant establishing the Marine Corps Research, Development
and Acquisition Command (MCRDAC) in November 1987 (Figure 2-4). Subsequently, the
Commandant released an All Marine Activities (ALMAR) 269-87 Restructuring of the Marine
Corps Organization for Combat Systems Acquisition (Appendix D).
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Figure 2-4: Establishment of MCRDAC/Source USMC Archives
The MCRDAC establishment utilized the implementation of the organizational construct of
matrix support. The construct of matrix support “was developed in the early 1960’s and was first
officially used by the U.S. aerospace industry” (Schnetler, Steyn, & van Staden, 2015, p. 12).
Steiger, Hammou, and Galib (2014) state that “organizations best suited for a matrix structure are
those which require a combination of professional and operational skill sets and inter19

organizational coordination efforts that will enable the organization to optimally deliver products
or services to meet client needs” (p. 46).
The advantages and benefits of using the matrix construct enabled the Marine Corps to
begin acquiring and fielding weapon systems faster than before. As with any management
construct, there are disadvantages. Notable scholars in organizational management identify the
following disadvantages:
•

Tendencies toward anarchy,

•

Power struggles,

•

Collapse during economic crisis,

•

Excessive overhead costs,

•

Decision strangulation,

•

Disruptive conflict,

•

Unclear roles and responsibilities, and

•

Because of the relatively large number of managers required, functional managers often
double up as project managers (Schnetler, Steyn, & van Staden, 2015).
The establishment of MCRDAC was taking place during one of the most significant

changes in the Department of Defense. In October of 1986 GOLDWATER-NICHOLS became
law and completely changed the way in which the Department of Defense operated. The major
focus of this act was “To organize the Department of Defense and strengthen civilian authority in
the Department of Defense, to improve the military advice provided to the President, the
National Security Council, and the Secretary of Defense, to place clear responsibility on the
commanders of the unified and specified combatant commands for the accomplishment of
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missions assigned to those commands and ensure that the authority of those commanders is fully
commensurate with the responsibility, to increase attention to the formulation of strategy and to
contingency planning, to provide for more efficient use of defense resources, to improve joint
officer management policies, otherwise to enhance the effectiveness of military operations and
improve the management and administration of the Department of Defense, and for other
purposes” (Department of Defense Reorganization Act, Public Law 99-433, 1986).

A major change with the passing of this legislation was the establishment of the Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. The Under Secretary of Defense was responsible to
oversee the development and execution of acquisition policy across the Department of Defense.
One of the first initiatives of this new position and authority was to cancel the original
Department of Defense Directive Number 5000.1 of July 13, 1971, and replace it with one that
reflected the intent of Goldwater-Nichols. This Directive prompted the Marine Corps in 1992 to
rename MCRDAC to the Marine Corps Systems Command (MCSC). The mission of MCSC is
as follows: “serves as the Department of the Navy’s systems command for Marine Corps ground
weapon and information technology system programs in order to equip and sustain Marine forces
with full-spectrum, current and future expeditionary and crisis-response capabilities” (USMC,
2017a, p. 1). The organizational construct of MCSC remained similar to that of MCRDAC.
Organization charts from MCRDAC in 1991 and MCSC in 2016 are shown in Figure 2-5 and
Figure 2-6, respectively.
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Figure 2-5. Marine Corps Research, Development and Acquisition Command (MCRDAC)
organization chart.

Figure 2-6. Marine Corps Systems Command organization chart
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Combat operations post September 11, 2001, saw the Marine Corps reliance on MCSC to
acquire and field weapon systems at an incredibly fast operational tempo. The heightened
visibility of the need for acquisition led the Marine Corps to designate Acquisition as a new
bona-fide professional Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). The change was made effective
with the Commandant of the Marine Corps releasing MARADMIN 348/04,“To develop a
population of professional acquisition officers who meet statutory requirements under the
Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) and are competitive for selection to
Program Management and other Key Leadership Positions of major defense acquisition
programs for which the Marine Corps has a unique or vested interest” (Cisneros, 2017, p. 2).
The Marine Corps created two acquisition MOS: one for Marine Corps aviation programs
(8059), the other for ground equipment (8061). The roles and responsibilities of the acquisition
MOS are provided in Figure 2-7.
This paradigm shift of acquisition being a professional career track vice a secondary
specialty initiated the beginning of the way in which acquisition programs were to be executed in
the Marine Corps. Until the establishment of the acquisition MOS, the majority of programs
were managed by federal civilian workers. As Marine Officers became certified and assigned
duty to MCSC, program leadership positions began to shift to the military. On or about the same
time of the transition from a primarily acquisition program management civilian leadership
construct to the military, the change in the U.S. Presidential administration in 2008 initiated
budget cuts on defense spending. Those fiscal reductions led the Marine Corps to reevaluate the
disadvantages of a Matrix Organizational Construct and begin the transformation to the
organizational construct of Competency Alignment.
23

Figure 2-7. Military Occupational Specialty. From “Military Occupational Specialty slick
sheet”, by Marine Corps Systems Command Public Affairs.
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Competency Alignment
In January of 2008, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development, and
Acquisition (ASN RDA) signed a memorandum directing all Systems Commands to become
Competency Aligned Organizations. The memorandum defined Competencies as “Commandwide ‘nationally’ aligned technical authorities and will draw upon capabilities from all aligned
elements. This resulted in key technical disciplines with clear technical lines of authority.
Competencies will support program execution and aid in balancing the cost, schedule, and
performance pressures inherent in program management. Additionally, they will assist in
identifying program risks and participate in developing strategies to mitigate these risks” (U.S.
Deapertment of Defense, 2008, p. 1).
The academic view of a competency generally supports the overall intent stated in the
ASN (RDA) memorandum. Pragmatically, competency alignment is “typically referred to as a
job redesign, competency alignment entails determining what skills you need to get work done in
your newly restricted or rapidly evolving organization, then effectively and systematically
recruiting, training, and deploying people into work situations that both optimize their skills and
help the organization realize gains in productivity, profitability, and effectiveness at the same
time” (Horney & Koonce, 1996, p. 43).
The Marine Corps Systems Command did not opt to immediately make organizational
changes to become competency aligned. The Marine Corps decided to make competency
alignment as part of its strategic plan and transitioned to the competency alignment construct in
October of 2012 with the publishing of the Competency Aligned Organization Concepts of
Operations (CAO CONOPS), Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8. Cover page of the Competency Aligned Organization Concepts of Operations.
The CAO CONOPS outlined the roles and responsibilities of the Command and “form
the foundation of our organizational design, our competencies and work processes” (USMC,
2012, p. 13). Over the course of five years (2012-2017), this document served as the
fundamental guidance for the acquisition workforce. Howbeit, changes in personnel, external
influences such as the Department of Defense budget and military operations required the
organization and workforce to adjust as required under the construct. This fluidity is acceptable
and aligns with competencies; whereas, as people and organizations traverse in different
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environments “the relevance of any competency is bound to alter” (Potgieter & Merwe, 2002, p.
61).
Competency alignment remains the organizational construct of the Force Structure
Review of the Marine Corps acquisition organization. The key difference from the 2012 CAO
CONOPS to the present is that the acquisition of equipment for the Marine Corps is now based
on competencies aligned to the MAGTF as a portfolio vice the previous equipment commoditybased model (USMC, 2017c). The roles and responsibilities of competencies are identified in
the Marine Corps Systems Command Concept of Operations (Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-9. Cover page of the Marine Corps Systems Command Concept of Operations.
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United States Marine Corps Leadership Construct
Leadership is the key tenant of being an officer in the United States Marine Corps. The
development of young men and women to become officers is recognized as part of the culture
and institution. Leadership is a terminology that is difficult to define. The Marine Corps (2008)
defines leadership in the Principles of Marine Corps Leadership from RP O103 as the following:
Leadership is intangible, hard to measure, and difficult to describe. Its quality
would seem to stem from many factors. But certainly, they must include a
measure of inherent ability to control and direct, self-confidence based on expert
knowledge, initiative, loyalty, pride and sense of responsibility. Inherent ability
cannot be instilled, but that which is latent or dormant can be developed. Other
ingredients can be acquired. They are not easily learned. But leaders can be and
are made. (p. 1)
Leadership for officers begins with indoctrination at Officer Candidate School (OCS).
This 10-week program is the initial vetting to determine if they have the leadership key traits,
principles, abilities and skills expected to lead Marines into combat. There are 14 key traits and
11 principles that make the foundation to be an officer. The key traits are identified using the
acronym JJ-DIDTIEBUCKLE. The acronym is identified in MCRP 6-11B:
- Justice
- Judgment
- Dependability
- Initiative
- Decisiveness
- Tact
28

- Integrity
- Enthusiasm
- Bearing
- Unselfishness
- Courage
- Knowledge
- Loyalty
- Endurance
The 11-principles are:
Know Yourself and Seek Self Improvement.
Be Technically and Tactically Proficient.
Know Your People and Look Out for Their Welfare.
Keep Your Personnel Informed.
Set the Example.
Ensure That the Task Is Understood, Supervised, and Accomplished.
Train Your Marines and Sailors as a Team.
Make Sound and Timely Decisions.
Develop a Sense of Responsibility among Your Subordinates.
Employ Your Command within its Capabilities.
Seek Responsibilities and Take Responsibility.
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Abilities and skills are determined through rigorous coursework and practical application.
Candidates are constantly being evaluated; and if successful, they will graduate and become a
second lieutenant; if unsuccessful, they are sent home.
After the successful completion of OCS, Marine officers begin the process of being given
greater levels of responsibility, education, and training. This pattern provides the opportunity for
individuals to become more competitive for promotions. Over the course of an officer’s career,
they are continually being pushed to better their leadership prowess through assignments and
schools. As officers advance, they compete to attend progressively harder and leader-intensive
programs of study to hone their craft. This opportunity continues throughout the Marine’s career
until they reach their respective terminal rank (Figure 2-10).
Marine Corps Officer Career Path (Acquisition Included)

0-1 | 2ndLt

0-2 | 1stLt

0-3 | Capt

0-4 | Maj

0-5 | LtCol

0-6 | Col

REPRESENTATIVE FORMAL SCHOOLS

PRINCIPLES

Brigadier
General

INNOVATIVE

Start

30 years

Officer
Candidate
School
(OCS)
10 Weeks

The Basic
School
(TBS)
6 months

Military
Occupational
Specialty
(MOS) school
6 months

Marine Corps
Command & Staff
College
10 months

Expeditionary Warfare
School (EWS)

Naval Post Graduate School

Marine Corps
War College
(MCWAR)

National War College
CAPSTONE

Eisenhower School (formally ICAF)

ACQUISTION
BILLETS

OPERATIONAL
ASSIGNMENTS

Special Schools (fellowships & foreign schools)

Platoon Commander

Operating Forces Tour

Company
Commander

Executive Officer or
Operations Officer

Command or Staff

Supporting
establishment Tour

Operating Forces Tour
or Supporting
Establishment Tour

Operating Forces Tour or
Supporting establishment Tour

MCSC Team Lead
(Non-CAP)

Initial PMOS | AMOS 8057

DPM ACAT III/IV, PEO
PdM ACAT I/II/III/IV
MCSC Team Lead (CAP)
Acquisition
Staff/Director/APM-PM
OSD/ASN RDA Staff
DAU

PM/DPM ACT I/II (KLP)
PEO Staff; MCSC PfM
(KLP)
PM ACAT III/IV (CAP)
Director OSD/ASN
RDA Staff

Figure 2-10. Marine officer career path, including correlating schools and programs.
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Commander,
MCSC
PEO

Leadership is and has been organically derived, evolving over 200 years based on
leadership traits, principles, ethos, abilities, and skills. The Marine Corps leadership construct is
explained and expounded upon in the publication Leading Marines. This publication describes
the Marine Corps “leadership philosophy that reflect our traditional strengths as an institution
and attempts to define the very ethos of being a Marine” (USMC, 2002, p. 2). The Marine Corps
cites works by military scholars and theorists such as Sun Tzu, Clausewitz, and other renowned
military strategists in courses on warfighting and strategy. Leadership in the Marine Corps is not
based on any specific or prominent leadership construct or model but is shaped and determined
by results of the objective put in front of it.
Contrastingly, the US Army, which has approximately the same year of establishment as
the Marine Corps and is three-times the size, approaches leadership training and education of
emerging and new officers differently. Leadership in the Army is “grounded on history, loyalty
to the nation and the Constitution, accountability to authority, and evolving Army doctrine”
(U.S. Department of Army, 2012, pp. 1-2). A key difference comparing the Marine Corps to the
Army Leadership Publications is the Army’s incorporation of organizational leadership and
strategic levels. The Army’s rationale for focusing on organizational and strategic leadership is
that they are in a “state of flux: processing and integrating new people, missions, technologies,
equipment, and information” (U.S. Department of Army, 2012, pp. 11-4). For those reasons, the
Army identifies that strategic leaders guide their organizations to face change utilizing the eight
steps in Kotter’s Leadership Model.
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Transformational Leadership
The origination of transformational leadership is linked to theorist Burns (1978) in his
book Leadership. Transformational leadership initially correlated to two criteria: (1) “leaders
motivate followers in such a way that their primary motive is to satisfy self-actualization needs
rather than the lower needs in Maslow’s (1954) hierarchy,” and (2) “arouse dormant needs”
(Dvir, Eden, Avolio, & Shamir, 2002, p. 736). Since the introduction of this theory, many
theorists such as Bass & Avolio (1990), Kirkpatrick & Locke (1996), and Lowe, Kroeck, &
Sivasubramaniam (1996) have expanded knowledge and applicability through research (Dvir,
Eden, Avolio, & Shamir, 2002).
In its simplest form, transformational leadership can be described as “a process that
transforms people” (Northouse, 2016, p. 161). Researching deeper into this leadership theory,
transformational leaders need to consider emotions, ethics, goals, values, and standards of people
in order to influence individuals (followers) to accomplish more than what is generally expected
(Northouse, 2016). Successful employment of transformational leadership requires leaders to
recognize that followers are a critical element to ensure positive change. Accordingly,
transformational leadership focuses “on the exchanges that occur between leaders and their
followers” (Northouse, 2016, p. 162).
Northouse (2016) states that “people who exhibit transformational leadership often have
a stronger set of internal values and ideals, and they are effective at motivating followers to act in
ways that support the greater good rather than their own self-interests” (p. 167). Bass and Avolio
(1997) developed the Multi-factor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), to determine and measure
an individual’s leadership characteristics. Bass (1997) identifies those transformational
characteristics as: (1) Idealized Influence (Charisma), (2) Inspirational Motivation, (3)
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Intellectual Stimulation, and (4) Individualized Consideration. The “transformational leadership
scales of the MLQ were found to be reliable and significantly predicted work unit effectiveness”
for researchers (Lowe, 1996, p. 385). Eid et al. (2004) identify that utilization of the MLQ and
recognition that the success of “follower outcomes by transformational behaviors will result in
higher levels of organizational performance than could be obtained by transactional behavior” (p.
204).
Transactional Leadership
Bass (1997) states that the “transactional leader works within the constraints of the
organization; the transformational leaders changes the organization” (p. 132). Transactional
leaders do not “individualize the needs of followers or focus on their personal development”;
“they advance their own and their follower’s agendas” (Northouse, 2016, p. 171). Transactional
leaders’ main focus is operating within the constraints of the system in which they work,
including the exchange of rewards for performance. In the event the rewards system is not
effective, transactional leaders also have forms of punishment to address poor performance. This
punishment can be in the form of “corrective criticism, negative feedback, and negative
reinforcement” (Northouse, p. 171).
Similar to transformational leadership, transactional leadership is recognized by specific
characteristics. Bass (1997) identifies that transactional leadership has three characteristics: (1)
Contingent Reward, (2) Active Management by Exception, and (3) Passive Management by
Exception. Transactional leaders are not “a good fit for places where creativity and innovation
ideas are valued” (Hoffner, 2018, p. 52). Conversely, transactional leadership does have
relevance in organizations such as the military; “transactional behaviors such as constant
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monitoring and vigilance are extremely important in avoiding slips and undetected deviance
(common drawbacks of routinization)” (Martinez-Corcoles & Stephanou, 2017, p. 100).
Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction is recognized as “one of the most important indicators of employee work
morale and a good predictor of work motivation and performance” (Hur, 2018, p. 655). Defining
job satisfaction is analogous to defining leadership; whereby, there are many definitions and
descriptions, but a “uniform definition of Job Satisfaction has not come to fruition” (Brady &
King, 2018, p. 252). Locke (1995) defines job satisfaction as “satisfaction with the job
components, such as the work itself, and that satisfaction with the components is based on
satisfaction with the elements that make up the components,” such as “tasks, roles,
responsibilities, relationships, benefits and rewards” (p. 123). In addition to components
identified by Locke (1995), there are many organizational variables that effect job satisfaction.
Those variables include the culture of the organization, leadership style, citizenship behavior,
absenteeism, and job turnover (Akdol & Arikboga, 2015, p. 252).
Job satisfaction is a critical element that must be considered by organizations, including
military organizations. Military leaders not only promote the “cultivation of the members who
would be committed to the organization, but also of the officers and soldiers who identify with
the organizational mission” (Todorovic, Cabarkapa, Tosic-Radev, & Miladinovic, 2017, p. 872).
Job satisfaction can be viewed from the perspective of both the organization and the
employee. Rowden and Conine Jr. (2005) identified that job satisfaction is “an area of inquiry
concerned with both sorts of influence: the influence of the work organizations on people, and
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the influence of people on work organizations” (p. 218). Rowden and Conine Jr. (2005) describe
two reasons that organizations need to consider job satisfaction:
1. The humanitarian perspective is that people deserve to be treated fairly and with
respect.
2. The utilitarian perspective is that job satisfaction can lead to behavior by
employees that affects organizational functioning, as well as reflecting on
organizational functioning. (p. 218)
A theory that leaders could consider to promote job satisfaction when making
organizational changes is collective impact. The collective impact model is based on the premise
that for organizations to advance, as with people, they need to learn. The way in which they
learn is through continuous learning of “inquiry and dialogue, and collaboration and team
learning” (Merriam, 2007, p. 44). Collective impact describes “how communities solve
complex, social issues involving multiple parties” (Vines, 2017, p. 6) and empowers people “to
make change in their own organizations and communities” (Dubow, Hug, Serafini, & Litzler,
2018, p. 257). Kania and Kramer (2011) note that in order for an organization to have successful
collective impact, it must “involve a centralized infrastructure, a dedicated staff, and a structured
process that leads to a common agenda, shared measurement, continuous communication, and
mutually reinforcing activities among all participants” (p. 38). A significant data point to set the
conditions for success of collective impact is the need to utilize “an independent backbone
organization” (p. 39) and a “highly structured process that leads to effective decision making”
(Kania & Kramer, 2011, p. 40).
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Kotter’s Leadership Model
Organizational change is generally viewed in a negative context. The negative viewpoint
is due to well-intended change that has resulted in improvements to be “disappointing and the
carnage has been appalling, with wasted resources and burned-out, scared, or frustrated
employees” (Kotter, 2012, p. 4). A prominent leadership model to address and facilitate
successful change is Kotter’s Leadership Model, which is an eight-stage process to address the
eight common errors of organizational change. This model, based on Kotter’s introduction of
Leading Change in 1988, has been utilized globally.
Kotter’s Leadership Model was developed after 15 years of research on organizational
change. The output of that research was the publishing of an article, “Leading Change: Why
Transformation efforts fail,” and later the book Leading Change. Kotter (2012) identified eight
common errors in organizational change:
•

Allowing too much complacency,

•

Failing to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition,

•

Underestimating the power of vision,

•

Under communicating the vison by a factor of 10 (or 100 or even a 1000),

•

Permitting obstacles to block the new vision,

•

Failing to create short-term wins,

•

Declaring victory too soon, and

•

Neglecting to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture.

Consequences of the identified errors led Kotter to develop an eight-stage process to
create successful organizational change. Each of the stages needs to be conducted in sequential
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order; whereas, “skipping even a single step or getting too far ahead without a solid base almost
always creates problems” (Kotter, 2012, p. 26). Kotter (2012) notes the first four stages are
designed to lighten the status quo; “phases five to seven then introduce many new practices; the
last stage grounds the changes in the corporate culture and helps make them stick” (p. 24). The
eight stages are as follows:
1. Establishing a sense of urgency.
2. Creating the guiding coalition.
3. Developing a vision and strategy.
4. Communicating the change vision.
5. Empowering broad-based action.
6. Generating short-term wins.
7. Consolidating gains and producing more change.
8. Anchoring new approaches in the culture.
A key data point in Kotter’s Leadership Model is defining management versus
leadership, and their roles in transformational change. Kotter (2012) defines management as a
“set of processes that can keep a complicated system of people and technology running
smoothly”; whereas, “leadership is a set of processes that creates organizations in the first place
or adapts them to significantly changing circumstances” (p. 28). He further states that
“leadership defines what the future should look like, aligns people with that vision, and inspires
them to make it happen despite obstacles” (p. 28).
Kotter’s Leadership Model is known primarily for use in corporate culture, particularly in
the era of globalization that is being “driven by broad and powerful set of forces associated with
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technological change, international economic integration, domestic marked maturation within the
more developed countries” (Kotter, 2012, p. 20). The applicability and relevance of the
Leadership Model across the US Department of Defense has been limited. Kotter’s (2012) book,
Leading Change, is read by U.S. Army War College students and “provides a straightforward
template for students to apply their experiences and develop initial diagnosis and potential
solutions for any organization, all within the confines of a course paper or year-long research
project” (Galvin & Clark, 2015, p. 1).
Kotter’s Leadership Model does have critiques; both within academia and the military,
outside of academic circles such as the senior level schools. Critiques of Kotter’s Leadership
Model in academia, such as Mark Hughes’, is based on his conclusion that it is an enduring
leadership respected landmark that is “stuck in the past” and “paradoxically discourages change”
(Hughes, 2016, p. 464). The reason for lack of applicability in the Department of Defense is due
to the tremendous size and complexity of the institution, and “its strong dependence on
stakeholders such as Congress cause leaders to employ strategies and actions that modify or even
deviate from Kotter’s preferences” (Galvin & Clark, 2015, pp. 53-54).
In contrast to the critique that Kotter’s Leadership Model is not applicable to the
Department of Defense, the U.S. Army has incorporated Kotter’s eight stages in their leadership
document, ADRP 6-22 Army Leadership. The Army’s rationale for focusing on organizational
and strategic leadership is that they are in a “state of flux: processing and integrating new people,
missions, technologies, equipment, and information” (U.S. Department of Army, 2012, pp. 114). Based on that assessment, Kotter’s eight stages are identified in section 11-29, “Leading and
Inspiring Change” (pp. 11-4). Despite the critiques, Kotter (2012) notes in his latest edition of
Leading Change that the relevance of his model is greater today than when he developed his
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construct in 1994. The main reasons for the need are the ever-increasing speed at which change
is taking place in the world and “enterprises everywhere will be presented with even more
terrible hazards and wonderful opportunities, driven by the globalization of the economy along
with related technological and social trends” (Kotter, 2012, p. 169).
The ultimate impact of Kotter’s Leadership Model is yet to be determined. Kotter has
recognized that “organizations everywhere are struggling to keep up with the accelerating pace
of change- let alone get ahead of it” (Kotter, 2014, p. 1). To address this problem Kotter has
advocated a revised construct to his original eight-step process of leading change. The new
model is based on “Dual Operating Systems,” making significant changes to the steps, and
recognition that during change leaders sometimes need to go back and forth between steps to
make appropriate adjustments.
The Dual Operating System is an organizational hierarchy and a network “that operate in
concert” (Kotter, 2014, p. 12). The hierarchy focus is on “leading strategic initiatives to
capitalize on big initiatives” (p. 19), and the network focus is on acting like an enterprise.
According to Kotter, with “no bureaucratic layers, command-and control prohibitions, and Six
Sigma process, the network permits a level of individualism, creativity, and innovation” (p. 20).
The “Dual Operating System” allows the hierarchy to actually do what it is designed: “doing
today’s job well, making incremental changes to further improve efficiency, and handling those
strategic initiatives that help the company deal with predictable adjustments” (p. 21).
Summary
The literature review provides a collection of information to support a study of the Force
Structure Review on the Marine Corps acquisition organization to align with the Marine Air
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Ground Task Force (MAGTF) and the impact to the civilian workforce. The Force Structure
Review can be best described as the catalyst for organizational change. Organizational change is
a process or event that has multifaceted impacts on employees and associated stakeholders.
More often than not, organizational change is generally viewed by employees in a negative
context. The negative viewpoint is due to well-intended change that has resulted in
improvements to be “disappointing and the carnage has been appalling, with wasted resources
and burned-out, scared, or frustrated employees” (Kotter, 2012, p. 4).
It is the desire of the researcher to utilize mixed-methods research to ascertain the impact
of the Force Structure Review on the federal civilian workforce. The steps to accomplish this
task are identified in the following chapter, Methodology. Results and findings of the
methodology chapter are presented in chapter four.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effects of the FSR on the Federal Civilian
Workforce. The study aggregated information on the civilian workforce in order for Command
leadership to be afforded an opportunity to gauge employees’ job satisfaction. Based on the
findings and results, Command leadership can make organizational and work environment
adjustments to ensure the restructuring aligns the organization to meet the mission of delivering
equipment and programs faster to the Marine operating forces, the external stakeholder.
Compliance with Ethical Standards
My relation to the design was from an observer and researcher perspective. Conducting
research on the organization that I work with provides benefits from the aspect of understanding
the culture and major players in the organization. Conversely, without sound research practices,
those linkages could cause miscalculations. In order to mitigate the negative effects, it was
important to ensure reflexivity. In reflexivity, researchers “convey (i.e., in a method section, in
an introduction, or in other places in a study) their background (e.g., work experiences, cultural
experiences, history), how it informs their interpretation of the information in a study and what
they have to gain from the study” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 44).
It is important for me, as a researcher and public servant, to ensure I comply with ethical
standards of research and strive for objectivity. My position as the Director of USMC
International Programs was not affected by the FSR because my role as a senior staff member
functions independently due to the unique mission and funding of USMC International
Programs. The linkage from a researcher perspective is that the Marine Corps funded my PhD
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with the expectations that I conduct an evaluation as to the impact to the workforce’s job
satisfaction levels after the FSR Initial Operating Capability (IOC).
Purpose Statement
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effects of the FSR on the Federal Civilian
Workforce and explore alignment with Kotter’s Leadership model. The study aggregates
information on the civilian workforce in order for Command leadership to be afforded an
opportunity to gauge employees job satisfaction. Based on the findings and results, Command
leadership can make organizational and work environment adjustments to ensure the
restructuring aligns the organization to meet the mission of delivering equipment and programs
faster to the Marine operating forces, the external stakeholder. Three research questions were the
focus of this study.
1. How do senior leaders perceive the FSR impacted health, job satisfaction, and effectiveness
of the civilian workforce?
2. How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted perceived organizational
effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
3. How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts reported by the workforce and
senior leaders?
Sampling
Sampling for this study was approached using operational versus conceptual. The
research design is mixed-methods. The total strength of the Command includes 2,312 personnel
(Table 3-1). The study targets two populations: (1) the civilian workforce of the Marine Corps
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Systems Command (N=1,823) and (2) the Commanding general to include his military chief of
staff and the four USMC Colonels that are designated Portfolio Managers (N=6).
Table 3-1
USMC Command On Hand Strength
Position Type
MO
ME
NO
NE
CIV
Interns
Total
Location
QUANTICO
167
83
2
5
1450
35
1742
MCTSSA
31
92
0
0
163
5
291
TRASYS
11
2
0
0
61
4
78
ALBANY
6
19
0
0
111
0
136
Other
15
12
0
0
38
0
65
Total
230
208
2
5
1823
44
2312
Note. MO=Military Officers; ME=Military Enlisted; NO=Navy Officers; NE=Navy Enlisted;
CIV=Civilians. Source: USMC Public Affairs Office.
Participation of the workforce in this evaluation was voluntary, and ethical considerations
of anonymity were adhered. Anonymity is defined “that no uniquely identifiable information is
attached to the data: no one, not even the evaluator, can trace the data to the individual;” and
confidentiality means “collecting, analyzing, storing, and reporting data in such a way that the
data cannot be traced back to the individual who provides them” (Mertens & Wilson, 2012, p.
415). Since information for this evaluation was voluntary, the goal was to have at least +7
percent of the civilian employees participate (n=128). Mertens and Wilson (2012) recommend
that sample sizes for populations from 500-3000 to range from +5% to +10%. This aligns with
the probability-based sampling. Dillman, Smyth, and Christian (2014) identify probability
sampling as “every member of the sampling frame is given a known, nonzero chance of being
included in the sample that allows a survey’s results to be generalizable to the full target
population” (p. 75). Albeit a desire for maximum participation, in today’s workforce people are
often reluctant completing job satisfaction surveys. This phenomenon is recognized as survey
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response fatigue, which can lead to “measurement error and misclassifications in survey
research” (Egleston, Miller, & Meropol, 2011, p. 3560). To mitigate survey fatigue, the
questionnaire was designed to be short in comparison to the numerous climate surveys the
workforce had been exposed to previously. Furthermore, the researcher designed the questions
in line with the “process respondents will go through trying to answer them” (Dillman, Smyth, &
Christian, 2014, p. 107).
Collecting information on the civilian workforce was conducted using an “All Hands”
message on the Command’s internal website, VIPER, and the message included an internet link
to a survey. An interview style questionnaire were provided to the identified military leaders via
email. Despite the direct communication, the participation of the military six senior military
officers was voluntary.
Measurement
The measurement concept for this study was integrated analysis of the concurrently
collected quantitative and qualitative data. Wooley (2009) defines integrated analysis as
quantitative and qualitative components “integrated to the extent that these components are
explicitly related to each other within a single study and in such a way as to be mutually
illuminating, thereby, producing findings that are greater than the sum of parts” (p. 7). The
quantitative data (Employee survey) was captured with a 7-point Likert-type scale that resembles
the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute Organizational Climate Survey (DEOCS)
of the Marine Corps Systems Command that took place in October 2017. Permission to utilize
the results of the DEOCS was granted by the Executive Director of the Marine Corps Systems
Command via email (Appendix E). The reason to use the format of the DEOCS was to present a
structure familiar to the respondents to ease survey fatigue. Qualitative analysis was conducted
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using open coding. Open coding “involves data aggregating and meaning making process”
(Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 85). Analysis of the open coding began the formulation of thematic
coding based on the respondents’ answers to the leadership questionnaire.
Prior to administering both the employee survey and the leader questionnaire, a pilot test
was conducted. Considerations such as time to complete questions, number of questions, clarity
of questions, and ease of use of the survey mechanism were incorporated at the end of the
survey. The focus of the pilot test was to collect information to improve implementation of the
employee survey and leader questionnaire. The voluntary group to conduct the pilot test was
comprised of eight individuals: Six civilians took the employee questionnaire, and two fieldgrade officers completed the leadership questionnaire. The six civilians were provided the
questionnaire via hard copy, and the two military officers were contacted via email in June 2018.
Each respective group was asked to review the questions for clarity, time to complete, and
recommended suggestions for the survey. There was no compensation for the respondents.
While pilot test provided insight on the participant experience, the findings did not warrant any
changes to the research instruments.
There are two measurement instruments for this research: a 29-item questionnaire for the
civilian workforce and a four-question survey for the military leadership. Reliability and validity
of this evaluation was addressed through triangulation. Triangulation is “the use of two or more
different methods to measure the same phenomenon” (Greene & McClintock, 1985, p. 524).
Golafshani (2003) states that “triangulation is typically a strategy (test) for improving the
validity and reliability of research or evaluation of findings” (p. 597). Reliability is generally
viewed as data that is consistent and has “dependability and replicability”, whereas validity is
“concerned with whether our research is believable and true and whether it is evaluating what is
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supposed or purports to evaluate” (Zoharabi, 2013, pp. 258-259). The potential external threat of
pretest and posttest sensitization were not expected to come to fruition due to the fact that the
DEOCS was conducted by an outside agency approximately nine months prior.
Work Group Characteristics
It is important to identify the two main groups involved in this study: Federal civilians
and military. Tajfel and Turner (1979) identify that work groups “form into individuals who
perceive themselves to be members of the same social category, share some emotional
involvement in this common definition of themselves and achieve some degree of social
consensus about the evaluation of their group and their membership in it” (p. 40). The reason for
the focus on the civilian workforce vice the military aspect is due to a number of factors:
•

The Civilian federal workforce represents 76% of the Marine Corps Acquisition
Organization’s population.

•

Civilian federal workers are careerist.

•

Military unit assignments are no longer than 36 months.

•

Marines follow and execute orders and have little influence on organizational
issues.

Orders are defined as “A communication, written, oral, or by signal, which conveys
instructions from a superior to a subordinate. In a broad sense, the term ‘order’ and ‘command’
are synonymous. However, an order implies discretion as to the details of execution whereas a
command does not.” In essence, combat orders express the will of the commander. They must
be brief, clear, and definite. A decision, however promising, will fail if the commander cannot
effectively communicate it to subordinates. Effective orders planning, writing and delivery
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allows the commander to effectively communicate and act” (USMC, 2004, p. 116). In the
Marine Corps, there are three primarily recognized orders; (1) Operation Order, (2) Warning
Order, and (3) Fragmentary Order (USMC, 2017b, p. 7).
Design
The study was conducted using “fully integrated mixed methods” (Creamer, 2018, p. 12)
in order to identify and determine how the FSR redesign impacted the workforce. The approach
followed a mixed-methods dialectical concurrent design (Figure 1). The researcher concurrently
implemented the quantitative survey and the qualitative questionnaire to collect data. The
questionnaire was piloted to two field grade officers to confirm the questions were coherent;
pilot testing ”provides the opportunity to test the entire survey process from start to finish and to
assess its success” (Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2014, p. 343).
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Figure 3-1. Concurrent mixed-methods triangulation. Adapted from, Creswell, J. W., Plano
Clark, V. L., Gutmann, M., & Hanson, W. (2003). Advanced Mixed Methods Research Designs.
Handbook of Mixed Methods in Social and Behavioural Research, p. 192.
The employee survey was made available on the Command’s internal web site.
Notification of the survey was announced for two days on the web-site. Employees had
immediate access to the survey. Five days later a new “all hands notice” with direct link to the
survey was made available to the workforce. In total, the study remained available on the
Command’s web site for one week. Concurrently, the leadership questionnaire was sent via
email to the Commanding General and the six-military leaders. The email had an attached fourquestion survey. The qualitative questionnaire was designed to be open ended to allow the
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military leadership to articulate and expound on their responses. The employee survey and
leader questionnaire are provided in Appendix F and G.
Following collection of the data, it was analyzed, compared, and synthesized using
triangulation. The evaluation construct of triangulation is the “use of multiple data sources and
different data collection strategies to strengthen the credibility of the findings of an evaluation”
(Mertens & Wilson, 2012, p. 562). The aim of the researcher was to develop convergent
evidence to “essentially provide multiple measures of the same phenomenon” (Yin, 2014, p.
121). Reliability and validity of this evaluation were assessed using triangulation.
Data Collection and Management
Since this study was conducted with a federal civilian workforce, utilizing a United States
Government server and secured website, there was a requirement for both the survey and the
questionnaire to be evaluated by the Marine Corps Office of Counsel and the Marine Corps
Office of Public Affairs. Additionally, the survey and questionnaire was provided to the
Command’s Executive Director and Virginia Tech’s Institutional Review Board for final
approval. All information was marked and stored in accordance with derivative classification
requirements (e.g., Unclassified).
All information and editorial control was managed by the researcher, with augmentation
support of the information technology office for access to the secured government server. Upon
completion of the web-based survey, the information was appropriately secured on the
Command’s server. All surveys were then be made available to the researcher to be synthesized.
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Data Analysis
The collected raw data was synthesized with two concurrent analysis blocks. One
analysis block was the questionnaire for the qualitative analysis; and the other analysis block was
comprised of the civilian employee survey (quantitative). Qualitative analysis was conducted
using the method of analytic induction. The researcher applied affinitization as the quality
process. Affinitization, also recognized as the KJ Method, was developed in the 1960’s by
ethnologist Jiro Kawakita. The affinitization technique and methodology was initially designed
to gather qualitative data, but matured to become a systematic method (Scupin, 1997).
Affinitization facilitates the process of open coding. Open coding “involves data aggregating
and meaning making process” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 85). Analysis of the open coding
began the formulation of thematic coding based on respondents’ answers to the leadership
questionnaire. Thematic coding is the preparation and organization of data into “meaningful
segments and assigning names for the segments, comparing the codes into broader categories or
themes, and displaying and making comparisons in the data graphs, tables, and charts” (Creswell
& Poth, 2018, pp. 183-184).
Data validation for the qualitative block was conducted via member checking. Member
checking was accomplished by following up with the respondents, via email, to clarify any
responses that were not clear or required reconfirmation. Brit and colleagues (2016) indicate
member checking “is used to validate, verify, or assess the trust-worthiness of qualitative results”
(p. 1802).
The quantitative block involved descriptive statistics to determine tendencies and
variability. An employee survey (Appendix E) was used to collect data on employees’
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perceptions (n=242) on job satisfaction, organizational effectiveness, and individual
effectiveness. The employee survey utilized a seven-point Likert scale; whereby, a selection of 1
is “Strongly Disagree” and 7 is “Strongly Agree.” The researcher utilized two different
statistical methods: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s Honestly Significant
Difference Test (HSD). The researcher analyzed the employee’s perceptions and participants’
responses as to which competency they belong.
After each block was collected and synthesized, they were merged to formulate results.
The merged results were then compared to the evaluation questions and the evaluation purpose
statement for interpretation. Creamer (2018) states that it is “common practice in mixed methods
to include a figure in a publication that maps the steps taken in the process of data collection and
analysis” (p. 195). Figure 3-2 is provided to depict the schema of data collection and analysis of
this study.
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Figure 3-2. Data collection and analysis process. Adapted from guidance by Creswell and Plano
Clark (2011).
Reporting and Utilization
Results of the study will be provided to the Commanding General and Executive Director
via an executive summary and the use of PowerPoint. This information will be appropriately
marked in accordance with United States Government Policy and is also incorporated in this
doctoral dissertation. Prior to release of the study, it will be evaluated and reviewed for release
by the Marine Corps Office of Public Affairs. This dissertation will eventually be uploaded to
Virginia Tech’s document repository, VTechWorks Doctoral Dissertation collection.
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Summary
Chapter three described the research approach to this study. This included the research
design, the population of the study, data collection and analysis process, and reporting. The
research is a mixed-methods study designed to determine the impact of the Force Structure
Review on the federal civilian employees of the Marine Corps Systems Command. Two
instruments were used in the conduct of this study, an online employee questionnaire for federal
civilian employees and a four-question questionnaire emailed to the six senior military officers in
the Command. Data analysis was conducted using descriptive statistics and thematic coding.
Findings of the analysis are presented in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
The study was designed to aggregate information on the civilian workforce in order for
Command leadership to be afforded an opportunity to gauge employees’ job satisfaction. Based
on the findings and results, Command leadership can make organizational and work environment
adjustments. The study included three research questions:
1. How do senior leaders perceive the Force Structure Review (FSR) impacted health, job
satisfaction, and effectiveness of the civilian workforce?
2. How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted perceived organizational
effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
3. How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts reported by the
workforce and senior leaders?
The total number of respondents of federal civilian employees was 242. Accordingly, the
response rate relative to the civilian workforce of the Marine Corps Systems Command
(N=1,823) was 13%. The researcher was pleased with the results that exceeded the recommend
sample sizes for populations from 500-3000 to range from +5% to +10% (Mertens & Wilson,
2012). The six senior military officer’s response rates to the open question questionnaire was
100% of the targeted sample.
Question 1: How do senior leaders perceive the FSR impacted health, job satisfaction, and
effectiveness of the civilian workforce?
This research question focused on the Marine Corp Systems Command senior military
leaders’ perceptions of the implementation and execution of the Force Structure Review on the
civilian workforce. The senior military leaders were provided a questionnaire with four
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questions. Respondents were requested to respond with short sentence answers. The four
questions are provided in Figure 4-1.

1. How did the urgency of the Force Structure Review impact the efficiency of the
organization?
2. How did the Command create the guiding coalition that designed the Force
Structure Review?
3. How was the vision and strategy of the Force Structure Review developed?
4. How did the Force Structure Review impact civilian employees’ job satisfaction?
Figure 4-1. Senior military leader questions.
Affinitization
Analysis was conducted using of affinitization to formulate thematic coding based on the
respondent’s responses to the leadership questionnaire. Affinitization was conducted in
consonance with guidance from the Virginia Tech Statistics Application & Innovation Group.
Affinitization is discussed previously in Chapter three. In the affinitization process, similar
statements are grouped together and a thematic summary of the statements emerge.
Affinitization of the responses yielded four groups, (1) impact, (2) guiding coalition, (3) vision,
and (4) job satisfaction. Those major groups each comprised of themes. An affinity diagram
representing the four major groups are provided in Figure 4-2. Data validation for the qualitative
block was conducted through use of member checking. Member checking was accomplished
face-to-face with the respondents at Marine Corps Base Quantico, Virginia.
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Figure 4-2. Force Structure Review affinity diagram.

How did the urgency of the Force Structure Review impact the efficiency of the
organization? This question yielded three themes on the impact of the FSR. The three themes
are (1) urgency, (2) efficiency, and (3) implemenation of the FSR. The responses include
numerous military accronyms and lexicons; explanations are provided in Appendix A.
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Urgency. All but one participant appeared to support the notion that urgency was not a
factor in the implementation of the FSR. Example statements include:
•

“I didn’t notice urgency as much as the command element was set that we would
re-org.”

•

“I don’t believe personally that there was an urgency. There was a timeline
associated with it and a NLT-date-is common for all things Marine and frankly I
believe it was long overdue.”

•

“At times the Cmdr created urgency to push through the competency conflict,
laydown the plan and need to get the new changes through.”

•

“I do not feel that the FSR was rushed.”

The sole respondent that identified that urgency was a factor in the FSR stated that “it seemed
that urgency significantly contributed to the efficiency, because the general made it clear.”
Efficiency. The majority of the respondents described that the FSR was conducted in a
deliberate manner that resulted in the Marine Corps Systems Command being more efficient.
Responses supporting this assertion are as follows:
•

“The FSR OPT was deliberate, focused, and listened to input.”

•

“I am pleased with the results.”

•

“The Ops cell employed the Marine Corps Planning Process, and the execution
added a sense of operational ‘need’ to the effort.”

•

“Decision making has been pushed to lower levels and it is up to the PFMs to
create as much efficiency as possible.”
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•

“I firmly believe the operational aspect of this command, provides the motivation,
and desire to get tasks complete- which I translate into efficiency.”

Yet, one respondent identified that the FSR “was generally disruptive” due to the negative
impact on the federal civilian workforce. This respondent identified that “Civilians demoted in
the organization did not generate efficiencies.”
Implementation. Implementation of the FSR provided two contrasting views. Half of
the respondents identified how they believe that the FSR should have been implemented
differently. One respondent identified that the command “would have been better off using
consultants external to the command,” while another identified that the FSR implementation was
missing an “Information Ops campaign within the command” to create a better understanding as
to how the FSR implementation was progressing. Finally, one military leader identified that he
wanted to be part of the FSR design but was told “my services were not needed.” The remaining
respondents believed the FSR was implemented properly. This notion is supporteed with
statements such as, “the FSR was the right thing to do and although we still have some gapped
billets to fill, I am pleased with the results” and “I firmly believe the operational aspects of this
command provides the motivation, and desires to get tasks complete.”
How did the Command create the guiding coalition that designed the Force Structure
Review?
The responses to this question were evenly split between command having a coaliton and
not having a coalition in the design of the FSR. Two themes that were prevalent in the responses
were collaboration and lack of inclusivity.
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Collaborating. The respondents identified that collaboration was utilized to develop the
team that led the FSR. The majority of military respondents inferred that the team was
representative of the interest of all aspects of the organizations. Examples of statements
supporting collaboration are as follows.
•

“We planned collaboratively with all stakeholders from the very beginning.”

•

“Commander was deliberate in his discusion’s with leadership and kept us
informed of his thoughts throughout the process.”

•

“Commander went to the staff and PM’s and vetted the idea.”

Including. The lack of inclusivity was the rationale for not having a coalition by some of
the respondents. One participant identified that the reason for lack of inclusivity was the FSR
was a “top down leadership driven coalition that by design, did not have much transparency”.
The two other respondents that believed that there was not a coalition stated the following.
•

“There was no guiding coalition. Cmdr and small groups worked through COAs.
Cmder picked one and directed us to figure out how to fill in the details and
execute.”

•

“Command might have considered a more mixed FSR working group that
included senior and junior personnel.”

How was the vision and strategy of the Force Structure Review developed?
This question resulted in two themes provided by the respondents: organizational
identity and military chain of command. Recognition that there was a problem with the
organization’s identity was a universal theme by all respondents. Examples of this theme are
supported by the following statements.
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Organizational Identification
• “Commander didn’t feel like we were organized in a way that made sense to the
USMC.”
• “Recognition that MCSC was unrecognizable in its organization by the majority
of the Marine Corps.”
• “Our trigger came from external HQMC agencies.”
Chain of Command
Military leaders identified that the FSR was developed using the military chain of
command. The strategy to conduct the FSR came via military order from the commanding
general.
•

Initially the Commander “developed some initial COAs on how we could better
the service [of] our key customers. The COAs were vetted through working
groups, vetted through the staff and command leadership.”

•

The [Commander] “had his key leaders figure out the strategy to execute that
COA.”

•

The Commander had two years left in his position and had “2-years to analyze,
design and implement the change.”

•

“The commander wanted colonels leading portfolios to promote [the FSR] peer to
peer communications with Chief of Staffs at CD&I and P&R leaders, regimental
commanders in the opfor, etc.”

How did the Force Structure Review impact civilian employees’ job satisfaction?
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This question resulted in the most in-depth and strong responses by the military leaders.
Two major themes resonated out of this question: military culture and dissatisfaction. Miltary
culture appeared to dictate the views of senior military leaders and civilian dissatisfaction was
recognized as culturally grandfathered-and acceptable.
Military culture
Examples of military culture can be viewed as follows.
• “I believe that attachment to a traditional Marine Corps has been embraced by
most civilians.”
• “Our Command has a great mission and our job is to support the operating
forces. If that in itself does not provide job satisfaction to someone, they should
consider seeking employment somewhere else.”
• The “FSR put decision making back where it should have been all along: with
the PM (military).”
Dissatisfaction
The respondents recognized that civilan employee dissatisfaction was exacerbated by the
FSR. The military leaders identified the following reasons for the dissatisfaction:
•

“Some people just don’t change and will complain about it regardless of the

rationale behind the change.”
•

“Some civilian leaders feel they lack leadership opportunities within the
command.”

•

“The commander did not believe the data supported the idea that he was
disenfranchising a good portion of the civilan workforce.”
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•

“Others (civilians) simply felt they had an additional layer of bureaucracy added
to the organization.”

•

People “perceived their authority was taken away.”

Findings across the questionnaire responses
This section provides findings from the affinitization process of the respondents’
responses. The affinitization process identified a common theme amongst the military leader
respondents: urgency and military culture. Half of the respondents reported that urgency was not
a factor in the FSR and the other three respondents did believe it was a factor from the aspect
that it was directed. Those that did not feel that it was not a factor inferred it was followed in
accordance with the military principle of chain of command.
Prevalence of military culture can be seen in questions one and three with statements
such as: “There was a timeline associated with it and a NLT-date-is is common for all things
Marine and frankly I believe it was long overdue” and “The commander wanted colonels leading
portfolios to promote (the FSR).” The findings of military culture appears consistent with
Marines following orders. Chapter three of this doctoral dissertation discusses military orders.
The statements by the respondents can also be interpreted that civilian employees
dissatisfaction can be related to a perceived cultural divide between the military and civilian
employees. The military leaders’ consistent recognition of civilian employees’ dissatisfaction
was evident as a result of the FSR can be substantiated with the statement by a military
respondent that “Our Command has a great mission and our job is to support the operating
forces. If that in itself does not provide job satisfaction to someone, they should consider
seeking employment somewhere else” and the “FSR put decision making back where it should
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have been all along: with the PM (military).” Those statements support the notion that the
implementation of the FSR reflected tenents of transactional leadership. Transactional leaders’
main focus is operating within the constraints of the system in which they work. Transactional
leadership is discussed in the Chapter two literature review.
In summary, the findings from the affinitization process revealed various similiarities,
differrences, and underlying trends of the respondents’ responses. The findings showed how the
military viewed the conduct and execution of the FSR and the impacts to federal civilian
employees’ job satisfaction and efficiencies. The implications of these findings for future
research and study will appear in Chapter five.
Question 2: How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted perceived
organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
The purpose of this research question was to determine how civilian employees view
the impact of the FSR on the effectiveness of the organization, their job satisfaction, and
individual effectiveness. Table 4-1 illustrates the descriptive statistics of frequency, mode,
mean, and standard deviation of each question for the civilian employees of the Marine Corps
Systems Command. There are three response categories: Organizational effectiveness, Job
satisfaction, and Individual effectiveness. Overall average scores and average scores for each of
these three categories were also created from the individual question responses and analyzed.
The ratings are based on a scale of one to seven. Interpretation of the ratings was as follows: (11.5) strongly disagree, (1.5-2.5) disagree, (2.5-3.5) slightly disagree, (3.5-4.5) neither agree nor
disagree, (4.5-5.5) slightly agree, (5.5-6.5) agree, (6.5-7) strongly agree.
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Table 4-1
Results of Civilian Force Structure Review Questionnaire (n=242)
Response Category
Organizational Effectiveness
I feel that the organizational structure is easier to understand
I feel that the competencies play a greater role in the organization
I believe that all competencies are viewed equally by Command
leadership
I feel the implementation of the Force Structure Review was
implemented too quickly
My senior leader has processes in place to facilitate the sharing of
information throughout the organization
My supervisor clarifies our organization's goals and priorities
The organization is structured in the original vision of the Force
Structure Review
Job Satisfaction
I understand the role of my current job
I like my current job
I am satisfied with my current job
The Force Structure Review had a positive impact on my job
The Force Structure Review made my job more efficient
I am proud to tell people about my job
I would recommend others to seek employment in my organization

Mode
4
4
1

Mean
4.11
4.26
3.41
2.97

SD
1.08
1.65
1.69
1.78

4

4.08

1.77

6

4.60

1.85

6
4

4.96
4.50

1.68
1.39

7
6
7
4
4
6
6

4.73
5.92
5.38
5.10
3.69
3.34
5.15
4.50

1.93
1.52
1.75
1.87
1.66
1.52
1.69
2.02

4.73
1.93
Individual Effectiveness
I feel that I am more effective managing tasks since the Force
4
3.55
1.41
Structure Review
I have less work since the Force Structure Review
4
2.74
1.54
I intend to make a career in Marine Corps Systems Command
7
4.88
1.89
The Force Structure Review has slowed work processes
4
4.21
1.54
There are more layers of red tape to complete tasks
4
4.38
1.58
I have too much work to be effective
4
3.74
1.66
I would recommend people to seek employment in my organization
7
4.39
1.97
My efforts have resulted in faster fielding of equipment to the Marine
4
4.08
1.46
Forces
I feel encouraged by leadership to develop in my role
4
4.45
1.84
Total
4.27
1.85
Note. Ratings based on statements that used a seven-point Likert-type scale: "Strongly Disagree" (1),
"Disagree" (2), "Slightly Disagree" (3), "Neither Agree nor Disagree" (4), "Slightly Agree" (5),
"Agree" (6), "Strongly Agree" (7). M=Mean, SD=Standard Deviation.
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Demographics provide important insights into the generalizability of survey results.
Figure 4-3 provides a descriptive representation of the results by ethnicity.

Figure 4-3. Ethnicity distribution of respondents.
The summarized responses to ethnicity were American Indian or Alaskan native (1%),
Asian (1%), Black or African American (8%), other (1%), White (73%), Hispanic (1%), Native
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (1%), and decline to respond (14%). For comparison, the
demographics of the Marine Corps Systems Command is as follows: American Indian or
Alaskan native (1%), Asian (4%), Black or African American (19%), White (70%), Hispanic
(5%), Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander (<1%), and other (<1%).
The researcher conducted Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on ethnicity in comparison
with the overall average satisfaction score from the civilian employee survey. American Indian
or Alaska Native were excluded due to their relevant response size (only one respondent). Based
on the ANOVA the researcher determined that for the overall survey, there is a statistically
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significant difference in overall average satisfaction score with race. Specifically, the F-statistic
is 2.47 with a p-value of 0.0452. The only significant difference in the Tukey’s Honestly
Signficant Difference Test (HSD) was for the White versus Decline to Respond Category. With
limited sample sizes in the non-White categories, these results should be interpreted with
caution. Due to the limited sample size, no further analysis was done with respect to race.
Competencies also play an important role in the interpretations from this research. The
participants’ responses as to which competency they belong to are as follows: Acquisition
Support (10%), Contracts (7%), Engineering (21%), Logistics (12%), Program Management
(30%), Financial Management (8%), and decline to respond was (12%). For comparison, the
competencies in comparison to the Marine Corps Systems Command civilian population are as
follows: Acquisition Support (10%), Contracts (7%), Engineering (34%), Logistics (17%),
Program Management (24%), and Financial Management (8%). A bar graph of competencies
for survey respondents is shown in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4. Distribution of respondents by competency.
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Table 4-2 details the means and standard deviations for the overall average scores and the
category averages.
Table 4-2
Summary of Competency Average Scores for Effectiveness and Satisfaction
Overall
Organizational
Job Satisfaction
Individual
Effectiveness
Effectiveness
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
Acquisition Support
4.80
(1.02)
5.51
(1.16)
4.28
(0.88)
4.82 (0.75)
Contracts
4.27 (0.87)
3.88 (0.92)
4.80 (1.28)
4.15 (0.74)
Engineering
4.00 (0.67)
3.96 (0.83)
4.16 (1.17)
3.90 (0.56)
Logistics
4.21 (0.91)
3.97 (0.82)
4.65 (1.48)
4.05 (0.79)
Program Management
4.45 (0.72)
4.26 (0.76)
5.02 (1.17)
4.17 (0.63)
Financial Management
4.66 (0.61)
4.32 (0.76)
5.38 (1.00)
4.35 (0.56)
Decline to Respond
3.67 (0.93)
3.60 (0.97)
3.94 (1.47)
3.53 (0.79)
Note. Ratings based on statements that used a seven-point Likert-type scale: "Strongly Disagree" (1),
"Disagree" (2), "Slightly Disagree" (3), "Neither Agree nor Disagree" (4), "Slightly Agree" (5),
"Agree" (6), "Strongly Agree" (7). M=Mean, SD=Standard Deviation.

The researcher analyzed these dependent variables for significant differences by
competency category using ANOVA. There are signficant differences for the overall average
score among the categories with an F-statistic of 7.52 and p<0.0001. Tukey’s Honestly
Significant Difference Test (HSD) was used to detail specific differences in the competencies.
The letter value output from Tukey’s HSD is shown in Table 4-3. Means with the same letter are
not significantly different. Acquisition, Financial Management, Program Management,
Contracts, and Logistics are not significantly different. Contracts, Logistics, Engineering, and
Decline to Respond are not significantly different. However, Engineering and Decline to
respond are significantly different than Acquisition, Financial Management, and Program
Management.
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Table 4-3.
Tukey’s HSD Letter Values for Overall Average Scores of Effectiveness and Satisfaction
Competency Category
Grouping
Mean
1 = Acquisition Support
A
4.8156522
6 = Financial Management
A
4.6567506
5 = Program Management
A
4.4480676
2 = Contracts
A
B
4.2659847
4 = Logistics
A
B
4.2111801
3 = Engineering
B
3.9982950
7 = Decline to respond
B
3.6797101
Note. Competency categories with the same grouping letter are not significantly different from
one another.

Not only are the overall scores important, but the category score results provide valuable
insights as well. The first category, organizational effectiveness, resulted in respondents’
average level of agreement of 4.11, indicating neither agree nor disagree. The statement that
received the highest level of agreement was “My supervisor clarifies our organization’s goals
and priorities” (M=4.96, SD=1.68). The statement with the lowest level of agreement was “I
believe that all competencies are viewed equally by Command leadership” (M=2.97, SD=1.78).
The organizational effectiveness averages were analyzed by ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD. The
ANOVA F-statistic is 5.4185 with a p<.0001. Tukey’s HSD was used to detail specific
differences in the competencies. Table 4-4 provides Tukey’s HSD letter values for
organizational effectiveness. There are three groupings of means that are not significantly
different from one another. Group 1 is Acquisition Support, Financial Management, and
Program Management. Group 2 includes Financial Management, Program Management,
Logistics, Engineering, and Contracts. Finally Group 3 includes Financial Management,
Logistics, Engineering, Contracts, and Decline to Respond. Acquisition support is significantly
different than Logistics, Engineering, Contracts, and Decline to Respond. Program management
is different than decline to respond.
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Table 4-4.
Tukey’s HSD Letter Values for Organizational Effectiveness
Competency Category
Grouping
Mean
1 = Acquisition Support
A
4.8000000
6 = Financial Management
A
B
C
4.3233083
5 = Program Management
A
B
4.2361111
4 = Logistics
B
C
3.9744898
3 = Engineering
B
C
3.9635854
2 = Contracts
B
C
3.8823529
7 = Decline to respond
C
3.5952381
Note. Competency categories with the same grouping letter are not significantly different from
one another.
The job satisfaction response category identified the respondents’ average level of
agreement of 4.73, indicating slightly agree. The statement that received the highest level of
agreement was, “I understand the role of my current job” (M=5.92, SD=1.52). The statement
with the lowest level of agreement was, “The Force Structure Review made my job more
efficient” (M=3.34, SD=1.52). The job satisfaction averages were analyzed by ANOVA and
Tukey’s HSD. The ANOVA F-statistic is 6.9397 with a p<.0001. Table 4-5 provides Tukey’s
HSD letter values for organizational effectiveness.
There are two groupings of means that are not significantly different from one another:
contracts and logistics. Engineering is significantly different than Acquisition Support, Financial
Management, Program Management, and decline to respond. Decline to respond is also
significantly different than Acquisition Support, Financial Management, and Program
Management. Acquisition support is different than Engineering and Decline to Respond.
Program management is significantly different than Engineering and Decline to Respond.
Finally, Financial Management is significantly different than Engineering and Decline to
Respond.
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Table 4-5.
Tukey’s HSD Letter Values for Job Satisfaction
Competency Category
Grouping
Mean
1 = Acquisition Support
A
5.5142857
6 = Financial Management
A
5.3834586
5 = Program Management
A
5.0158730
2 = Contracts
A
B
4.7983193
4 = Logistics
A
B
4.6530612
3 = Engineering
B
4.1596639
7 = Decline to respond
B
3.9476190
Note. Competency categories with the same grouping letter are not significantly different from
one another.

The final response category on the civilian force structure review was individual
effectiveness. The statement that received the highest level of agreement was, “I intend to make
a career in Marine Corps Systems Command” (M=4.88, SD=1.89). The statement that received
the lowest level of agreement was, “I have less work since the Force Structure Review”
(M=2.74, SD=1.54). The individual effectiveness averages were analyzed by competency using
ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD. The ANOVA F-statistic is 4.6769 with a p<.0002. Table 4-6
provides Tukey’s HSD letter values for individual effectiveness.
There are three groupings of means that are not significantly different from one another,
acqusition support, financial management, and program management. Acquisition, Financial
Management, Program Management, Contracts, and Logistics are not significantly different.
Contracts, Logistics, Engineering, and Decline to Respond are not significantly different.
However, Decline to Respond is significantly different than Acquisition, Financial Management,
and Program Management.
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Table 4-6.
Tukey’s HSD Letter Values for Individual Effectiveness
Competency Category
Grouping
Mean
6 = Financial Management
A
4.3508772
1 = Acquisition Support
A
4.2844444
5 = Program Management
A
4.1712963
2 = Contracts
A
B
4.1503268
4 = Logistics
A
B
4.0515873
3 = Engineering
A
B
3.8997821
7 = Decline to respond
B
3.5370370
Note. Competency categories with the same grouping letter are not significantly different from
one another.

In summary the results of the employee survey indicate that job satisfaction rated highest
in comparison to the other two response categories: individual effectiveness and organizational
efectiveness. Results of the ANOVA and Tukey HSD identified that there were differences
across the compentencies in how employees viewed the their overall satisfaction in the response
categories. The results indicated that acquisition support had the highest overall average score,
while the engineering competency had the lowest overall average score. Interestingly, the
engineering comptetency had the lowest scores in two of the three response categories, those
being job satisfaction and individual effectiveness. The group ‘Decline to Respond,’ although
not a recognized competency, consistently had lowest overall and categorical response scores.
The significance of this group is that it represented the third largest group of respondents (12%),
identical to the logistics competency. Accordingly, this group of employees should be taken into
consideration.
Question 3: How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts reported by the
workforce and senior leaders?
Table 4-7 combines qualitative and quantitative data collected from the senior military
leader questionannaire and the civilian employee survey to align to Kotter’s Leading Change
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eight-stage model. Qualitative themes were developed using affinitization. The quanitative
response categories within a range of 1 to 7 were selected to determine if relationships exist.
Table 4-7
Mixing table combining themes with quantitative results to Kotter’s Leading Change model
Kotter Stage
1. Establish a sense of
urgency

Qualitative Theme
Urgency

Quantitative
I feel the implementation of
the Force Structure Review
was implemented too quickly
(M=4.08)

Efficiency

My efforts have resulted in
faster fielding of equipment
to Marine Forces (M=4.08)
The Force Structure Review
made my job more efficient
(M=3.34)

2. Creating the guiding
Coalition

Implementation
Collaborating

3. Developing a vision and
strategy

Military Culture

4. Communicating the
change vision

Organizational Identification

My supervisor clarifies our
organization’s goals and
priorities (M=4.96)

Dissatisfaction

5. Empowering broad based
actions

Including

I understand the role of my
current job (M=5.92)
I feel that I am more effective
managing tasks since the
Force Structure Review
(M=3.55)

Chain of Command
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I feel that the competencies
play a greater role in the
organization (M=3.41)

Mixing table combining themes with quantitative results to Kotter’s Leading Change model
Kotter Stage

Qualitative Theme

6. Generating short term
wins

Quantitative
I like my current job
(M=5.38)
I am satisfied with my current
job (M=5.10)

7. Consolidating gains and
producing more change
8. Anchoring new
approaches in culture

Identified missing themes and quantitative results
Based on the qualitative themes identified, we see evidence of Kotter’s stages 1-5. There
was no evidence of qualitative themes for Kotter’s stages 6-8. The quantitative results also
identified gaps aligning with Kotters (1996) eight-stage model. The quantitative results provide
support for stages 1, 4, 5, and 6. Findings suggest insufficient agreement to solidify a theme for
stages 2, 3, 7, and 8. Further discusion and interpretion of the results is presented in Chapter 5.
Summary
This chapter presented findings of the study. Findings were organized and presented by
the following research questions:
1. How do senior leaders perceive the Force Structure Review (FSR) impacted health, job
satisfaction, and effectiveness of the civilian workforce?
2. How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted perceived organizational
effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
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3. How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts reported by the
workforce and senior leaders?
This mixed method study utilized affinitization to develop themes, descriptive statistics
for quantitative findings, and a mixing table to blend qualitative and quantitative findings to
align with the eight-stages of Kotter’s (1996) Leading Change model.
Chapter 5 provides a detailed discussion of this study’s findings, including derived
conclusions from the results. Chapter five will provide recommendations to the Marine Corps
Systems Command leadership for organizational and work environment adjustments, in order to
make positive impacts to the federal civilian workforce. Chapter 5 also includes
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
This chapter provides an overview of the problem being studied, the methodology used,
limitations, and a comparison of the design and execution of the Force Structure Review.
Potential benefits and recommendations of the study and future research are discussed.
Statement of the Problem
There has never before been a study of the Force Structure Review of the Marine Corps
acquisition organization to align with the MAGTF and the impact to the civilian workforce.
Marine Corps post 9/11 combat operations created an exponential need to acquire and field
weapon systems to the operating forces. The end of combat operations in Iraq in 2012 and
reduction of forces in Afghanistan, coupled with sequestration, forced senior USMC leadership
to reevaluate the Marine Corps. The 37th Commandant of the Marine Corps published the
Marine Corps Operating Concept that requested all Marines work to improve the warfighting
capability. Specifically, the guidance included the following forward:
We need every Marine and Sailor to seek creative solutions to today’s and tomorrow’s
complex problems. We need your ideas and your critical thinking. We need to change
where it makes sense, adapt as quickly as possible, and constantly innovate to stay ahead
of our adversaries. Our ability to adapt more quickly than our enemies will be vital to our
future success. (Commandant of the Marine Corps, 2016, p. i)
One area that received attention was how the USMC Acquisition Organizations are
aligned with the Operating forces. Utilizing the intent of the Commandant’s Guidance, the
Marine Corps Systems Command initiated a Force Structure Review (FSR) to align with the
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organizational constructs of operating forces, the Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF);
while continuing its mission “to equip the Marine Corps with the most capable and cost-effective
full-spectrum ground weapon and information technology systems for current and future
expeditionary and crisis-response capabilities” (USMC, 2017, p. 1). The FSR has a significant
impact on the organizational culture and behavior. The organization was designed under the
guise of technology and innovation. The USMC focused on acquiring, procuring, and fielding
equipment based on the “acquisition principles of cost, schedule, and performance” (U.S.
Department of Defense, 2007). For a quarter of a century, the USMC has operated and
functioned in that capacity. The military paradigm shift to functionally align with the MAGTF
construct becomes difficult to embrace because, as Morrison (1950) states, “military
organizations are societies built around and upon the prevailing weapon systems. Intuitively and
quite correctly the military man feels that a change in weapons portends a change in
arrangements of his society” (Morrison, 1950, p. 5).
The FSR was conducted by a dedicated team of individuals within the Marine Corps
Systems Command. Individuals represented the Command’s various competencies (e.g.,
logistics, financial, engineering, program management). The team worked over the course of a
year to recommend how the Command would be organized to align with the MAGTF. Upon
completion, the team presented its recommendations and findings to the Commanding General.
The Commanding General (after consultation and gaining approval from the Commandant of the
Marine Corps and the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Research, Development, and Acquisition)
approved the implementation of the recommendations of the FSR.
The implementation of the redesign of the organization directly affects the culture of this
25-year-old military focused acquisition organization. As Schein (2010) notes, “culture implies
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that rituals, climates, values, and behaviors tie together into a coherent whole, and this pattern or
insight is the essence of what we mean by culture” (p. 17). Furtherance of this thought process
towards a military organization, Hill (2015) identifies that we must “focus on things associated
with what has worked in the past, and to examine the symbols, norms, behaviors, etc., that
constitute these things” (p. 86).
The impacts to culture, morale and unit cohesion will be of concern as this large
organization (over 2,000 military and federal civilians) moves forward. Despite claims in the
Concept of Operations & Acquisition Readiness Guide that “we adopt competency alignment
and Marine Corps C2 principles to create this unique organizational and management construct
which provides decision space for leaders and promote innovation” (USMC, 2017, p. i), it is
evident the FSR was conducted via military cultural mindset vice the use of recognized
leadership theories, organizational constructs and feedback mechanisms to appropriately measure
the impact, satisfaction levels, and viewpoints of the workforce.
Job satisfaction is recognized as “one of the most important indicators of employee work
morale and a good predictor of work motivation and performance” (Hur, 2018, p. 655). Defining
job satisfaction is analogous to defining leadership; whereby, there are many definitions and
descriptions. Locke (1995) defines job satisfaction as “satisfaction with the job components,
such as the work itself, and that satisfaction with the components is based on satisfaction with
the elements that make up the components,” such as “tasks, roles, responsibilities, relationships,
benefits and rewards” (p. 123). In addition to components identified by Locke (1995), there are
many organizational variables that effect job satisfaction. Those variables include the culture of
the organization, leadership style, citizenship behavior, absenteeism, and job turnover (Akdol &
Arikboga, 2015).
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Determining if the FSR was a success is based from the lens through which one is
viewing. The leadership principles and theories utilized are unknown, which necessitates an
assessment for effectiveness against a prominent leadership model. The leadership theory that
was utilized in the review of the FSR was John Kotter’s (1996) leadership model. Kotter’s
Leadership Model is an eight-stage process to address the common errors of organizational
change.
Purpose of Study
The study aggregated information on the civilian workforce in order for Command
leadership to be afforded an opportunity to gauge employees’ job satisfaction. Based on the
findings and results, Command leadership can make organizational and work environment
adjustments. This is deemed critical; whereas, the Command was restructed to align with the
Marine Air Ground Task Force construct and the ultimate mission goal of delivering equipment
and programs faster to the Marine operating forces, the external stakeholder.
Methodology
A mixed methods concurrent design guided the research. The researcher concurrently
collected the quantitative and qualitative data. The collected data provided insight into the
impact of the FSR to the civilian workforce.
In the quantitative phase of the study, an employee survey (Appendix E) was used to
collect data on employees’ perceptions (n=242) on job satisfaction, organizational effectiveness,
and individual effectiveness. The employee survey utilized a seven-point Likert scale; whereby,
a selection of 1 is “Strongly Disagree” and 7 is “Strongly Agree.” The researcher utilized two
different statistical methods: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s Honestly Significant
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Difference Test (HSD). Additionally, the researcher analyzed the employees’ perceptions based
on ethnicity and competency group. The statistical analysis software used for the analysis was
JMP, obtained from Virginia Tech.
The qualitative phase of the study focused on of the senior military leaders (n=6), of the
Marine Corps Systems Command, perceptions’ on the implementation and execution of the
Force Structure Review on the civilian workforce. The senior military leaders were provided a
questionnaire with four open-ended questions (Appendix F). Respondents were requested to
respond with short sentence answers. The researcher used the process of affinitization to
facilitate the process of open coding. Affinitization is described in Chapter 3 of this document.
The qualitative and quantitative data and results were then analyzed to identify alignment
with the stages of Kotter’s (1996) Leading Change Model. The researcher merged the results
utilizing a mixing-table, combining qualitative (themes) with quantitative results. Additionally,
the researcher identified specific stages of Kotter’s (1996) Leading Change Model that were
missing qualitative (themes) and quantitative results.
Summary of Findings
Research Question 1 - How do senior leaders perceive the FSR impacted health, job
satisfaction, and effectiveness of the civilian workforce?
The purpose of this research question was to characterize senior military leaders’
perceptions on the design, implementation, and impact of the Force Structure Review as it relates
to job satisfaction and effectiveness of the civilian workforce. This objective was accomplished
using affinitization to formulate thematic coding. Affinitization of the perceptions of the sixsenior military leaders yielded four groups: (1) impact, (2) guiding coalition, (3) vision, and (4)
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job satisfaction. Those major groups comprise nine themes, which reflect senior military insight
as to how the FSR impacted the civilian workforce.
Findings indicate the senior leaders recognized the FSR had an adverse impact to the
civilian workforce. Despite the recognition of the dissatisfaction of the civilian workforce, the
theme of military culture overshadowed the civilian workforce’s dissatisfaction and presented
the appearance of an organizational cultural divide of military versus civilian. This can be
substantiated through comments such as the following.
• “Our Command has a great mission and our job is to support the operating
forces. If that in itself does not provide job satisfaction to someone, they should
consider seeking employment somewhere else.”
• The “FSR put decision making back where it should have been all along: with
the PM (military).”
Research Question 2 - How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted
perceived organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
The purpose of the second research question was to determine how civilian employees
view the impact of the FSR on organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual
effectiveness. This research question was accomplished using descriptive statistics to determine
tendencies and variability followed by formal statistical analysis on descriptive quantities. The
researcher employed a seven-point Likert-type scale: "Strongly Disagree" (1), "Disagree" (2),
"Slightly Disagree" (3), "Neither Agree nor Disagree" (4), "Slightly Agree" (5), "Agree" (6),
"Strongly Agree" (7). The researcher analyzed the data using descriptive statistics, Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA), and Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference Test (HSD).
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Organizational effectiveness. Results from the survey indicated that the civilian
workforce’s perception of the FSR on organizational effectiveness was an average of 4.11,
indicating neither agreement nor disagreement.
Job satisfaction
Results from the survey indicated that the civilian workforce’s perception on job
satisfaction was an average of 4.73, indicating “slightly agree.”
Individual effectiveness
Results from the survey indicated that the civilian workforce’s perception on individual
effectiveness was, as with job satisfaction was on average 4.73, indicating “slightly agree”.
After looking at the civilian workforce’s perception on organizational effectiveness, job
satisfaction, and individual effectiveness, the researcher evaluated the competencies’ categorical
responses. Acquisition support had the highest overall categorical response score with M= 4.82,
while Engineering had the lowest M= 4.00. The categorical responses for organizational
effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness are represented in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1
Civilian Workforce Perception on Organizational Effectiveness, Job Satisfaction, and Individual
Effectiveness
High
Low
Competency (M)
Competency (M)
Organizational Effectiveness
Contracts (3.88)
Acquisition Support (4.80)
Job Satisfaction
Acquisition Support (5.51)
Engineering (4.16)
Individual Effectiveness
Financial Management (4.35)
Engineering (3.90)
Note. Ratings based on statements that used a seven-point Likert-type scale: "Strongly Disagree" (1),
"Disagree" (2), "Slightly Disagree" (3), "Neither Agree nor Disagree" (4), "Slightly Agree" (5),
"Agree" (6), "Strongly Agree" (7). M=Mean, SD=Standard Deviation.
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•

Organizational effectiveness- Acquisition Support had the highest score of M= 4.80,
which indicates slight agreement, and Contracts had the lowest at M= 3.88 indicating
“neither agree or disagree”.

•

Job satisfaction- Acquisition Support had the highest score of M=5.51, which indicates
agreement and Engineering had the lowest score of M= 4.16.

•

Individual effectiveness- Financial Management had the highest score of M= 4.35
indicating neither agree nor disagree and Engineering had the lowest score of M= 3.90
indicating “neither agree or disagree.”

Findings from the ANOVA on ethnicity groups in comparison with the overall results of the
civilian employee survey and the respective categorical responses, organizational effectiveness,
job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness indicated that there was statistical evidence
supporting differences amongst the respondents.
Research question 3 - How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts
reported by the workforce and senior leaders?
The purpose of research question three was to look at how the FSR aligns to Kotter’s
(1996) leadership model. This assesses the relationship between the senior military leaders and
civilian workforce. This was accomplished by examining quantitative results from employee
questionnaire and the qualitative results (themes) from the senior military questionnaire. The
results were then mixed and aligned to the stages of Kotter’s (1996) leadership model (Figure 51).
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1. Establish a sense of urgency
2. Creating the guiding coalition
3. Developing a vision and strategy
4. Communicating the change vision
5. Empowering broad-based action
6. Generating short-term wins
7. Consolidating gains and producing more change
8. Anchoring new approaches in the culture
Figure 5-1. Kotter’s (1996) leadership model stages.

•

Using the mixing-table, Table 5-2, we saw that qualitative themes had a relationship to
Kotter’s stages 1-5. There was no evidence of qualitative themes for Kotter’s stage 6-8.
The mixing-table of the quantitative results identified alignment with Kotter’s (1996)
stages 1, 4, 5, and 6. Results identified that there was not sufficient agreement to solidify
evidence for stages 2, 3, 7, and 8.

•

There was an identifiable connection for stage 4, communicating the change vision. The
theme of organizational identification is supported by employees responding to the
question of “My supervisor clarifies our organization’s goals and priorities” (M=4.96).
However, there appeared to be a contrasting viewpoint of this stage with the theme of
dissatisfaction and employees’ perception of “I believe all competencies are viewed
equally by Command leadership” with a (M=2.97) correlating to “slightly disagree.” The
contrasting results are contradictory to stage 4. Kotter notes that “those in an enterprise
or activity have a common understanding of its goals of its goals and direction” (Kotter,
2012, p. 87).
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Table 5-2
Mixing table combining themes with quantitative results to Kotter’s Leading Change model
Kotter Stage
1.

Establish a sense of
urgency

Qualitative Theme
Urgency

Quantitative
I feel the implementation of
the Force Structure Review
was implemented too quickly
(M=4.08)
My efforts have resulted in
faster fielding of equipment
to Marine Forces (M=4.08)

Efficiency

The Force Structure Review
made my job more efficient
(M=3.34)
2.

Creating the guiding
Coalition

Implementation
Collaborating

3.
4.

Developing a vision and
strategy
Communicating the
change vision

Military Culture
Organizational Identification

My supervisor clarifies our
organization’s goals and
priorities (M=4.96)

Dissatisfaction
5. Empowering broad based
actions

6.

Including

I understand the role of my
current job (M=5.92)
I feel that I am more effective
managing tasks since the
Force Structure Review
(M=3.55)

Chain of Command

I feel that the competencies
play a greater role in the
organization (M=3.41)

Generating short term
wins

I like my current job
(M=5.38)
I am satisfied with my current
job (M=5.10)

7. Consolidating gains and
producing more change
8. Anchoring new
approaches in culture
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•

Similarly, there were conflicting perceptions for stage 5, empowering broad-based action.
The senior military perceived “There was no guiding coalition. Cmdr and small groups
worked through COAs. Cmder picked one and directed us to figure out how to fill in the
details and execute.” Contrastingly, civilian employees identifed that “I understand the
role of my current job” (M=5.92).

•

Findings from the mixing table indicate that the FSR did not correlate to Kotter’s (1996)
stage 7 and stage 8.
Discussion and Conclusion
This section provides an overview of each of the research questions. The purpose of each

research question is discussed and conclusions are provided by the researcher.
Research Question 1 - How do senior leaders perceive the FSR impacted health, job
satisfaction, and effectiveness of the civilian workforce?
The purpose of this research question was to characterize senior military leaders’
perceptions on the design, implementation, and impact of the Force Structure Review as it relates
to job satisfaction and effectiveness of the civilian workforce. The senior military responses to
the questionnaire were consistent with military culture and transactional leadership theory. The
military culture was consistent with Hill’s (2015) identification that militaries are societies built
on the principles of shared history and values. As such, the military order to execute the FSR
was consistent with military culture.
The researcher found it interesting that the senior military officers recognized the
negative impact to job satisfaction and effectiveness of the civilian workforce, yet they accepted
this as a consequence to execute the order to conduct the FSR. This willful action is consistent
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with transactional leadership theory. Bass (1997) states that the “transactional leader works
within the constraints of the organization” (p. 132). Transactional leaders do not “individualize
the needs of followers or focus on their personal development” (Northouse, 2016, p. 171).
Transactional leaders’ main focus is operating within the constraints of the system they work and
utilize rewards in exchange for performance.
Research Question 2 - How does the civilian workforce perceive the FSR impacted
perceived organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness?
The purpose of research question two was to determine how civilian employees view the
impact of the FSR on organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness.
The employee survey results identified an overall score of 4.27, which indicates “Neither Agree
nor Disagree.” Statistical analysis identified differences in the ways in which the competency
groups rated organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness.
Organizational change is generally viewed in a negative context. The negative viewpoint
is due to well-intended change that resulted in employees being burned-out, scared, and
frustrated due to wasted resources (Kotter, 2012). Organizational change is a process or event
that has multifaceted impacts on employees and associated stakeholders. The negative
perception of the change due to the FSR are consistent with Kotter’s eight common errors in
organizational change:
•

Allowing too much complacency

•

Failing to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition

•

Underestimating the power of vision

•

Under communicating the vison by a factor of 10 (or 100 or even a 1000)
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•

Permitting obstacles to block the new vision

•

Failing to create short-term wins

•

Declaring victory too soon

•

Neglecting to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture

An interesting data point from the statistical analysis identified that one particular
competency, acquisition support, had an overall and categorically higher scores for two of the
three response categories. This phenomenon may be attributable to the fact that the acquisition
support competency is staffed by individuals not generally affected by the FSR. Those positions
are mainly staff positions (i.e., human resources, security, law, safety), and they continued
working in a business-as-usual function, while employees in the other competencies experienced
changes such as title demotions, relocation, and realignment to other programs within the
Command.
Research question 3 – How does Kotter’s framework explain the perceived impacts
reported by the workforce and senior leaders?
The purpose of research question three was to look at how the FSR relates to Kotter’s
(1996) leadership model. The civilian employee and senior military questionnaires findings that
were analyzed and merged are consistent with Kotter’s leading change model. The
implementation of the Force Structure Review (FSR) made significant impacts in the way the
organization is structured. This event has impacted thousands of employees. The impacts
included civilian employees being demoted by title, reassigned, geographically moved, and
higher or lower levels of responsibility. Those events are consistent with Kotter’s eight common
errors of organizational change.
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Laying Kotter’s eight stages over the Marine Corps FSR reveals that all but two of the
final stages were conducted in some form. This was surprising based on the fact that the FSR
was conducted without the use of a recognized leadership theory; whereby, the FSR was
conducted by a dedicated team of individuals within the Marine Corps Systems Command.
Those individuals represented the Command’s various competencies (e.g., logistics, financial,
engineering, program management). The team worked over the course of a year to recommend
how the Command would be organized to align with the MAGTF. Upon completion, the team
presented its findings and recommendations to the Commanding General.
The results of the mixing table identified there were gaps in Kotter’s Leading Change
Model. The researcher believes that if the Marine Corps had used Kotter’s Leading Change
Model the results of the FSR might have been different; whereas, Kotter identifies that
“successful change of any magnitude goes through all eight stages” (Kotter, 2012, p. 25).
While the urgency of the military order to change the MCSC to better align with the
MAGTF may have aligned with intentions of transformational leadership, the reality was
transactional leadership in execution. Given the results of this study, and future climate studies,
it is the hope of this researcher that Marine Corps leadership will make organizational and work
environment adjustments. This is critical so the Command can meet its mission of delivering
equipment and programs faster to the Marine operating forces, the external stakeholder.
Study Implications
This study provides insight and understanding of the influence of leadership, especially
when organizational change is being undertaken. The impact of organizational change on a
workforce can be perceived in a plethora of ways, dependent upon people’s vantage point. Jones
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and colleagues (2008) note that “major organizational change disrupts the fabric of
organizational life in terms of interpersonal relationships, reporting lines, group boundaries,
employee and work unit status and social identities associated with group membership” (p. 295).
This can be particularly difficult in organizations with deep culture and history, whereby,
employees must let go of their previous “organizational identity and shift their social allegiance
to the newly merged superordinate organizational group” (Amiot, Terry, & Jimmieson, 2006, p.
556).
Leadership in military organizations that are a mix of military and civilian employees
adds additional complexity. The conflict between the military mindset and those of federal
civilians can be attributed to the constant of culture. Kotter (2012) identifies that culture is a
powerful force for three reasons:
1. Because individuals are selected and indoctrinated so well.
2. Because the culture exerts itself through the actions of hundreds of
thousands of people.
3. Because all of this happens without much conscious intent and thus is
difficult to challenge or even discuss. (p. 159)
Cultural acceptance of organizational change and the levying of a new construct to a 242year-old organization are daunting. Culture is defined by Schein (2010) as “a pattern of shared
basic assumptions learned by a group as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal
integration, which has worked well enough to be considered valid, and, therefore, to be taught to
new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems” (p.
18).
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Culture is further codified when it applies to the military. Cultural change comes about
“after you have successfully altered people’s actions, after the new behavior produces some
group benefit for a period of time, and after people see the connection between the new actions
and the performance improvement” (Kotter, 2012, pp. 164-165). Hill (2015) states that
militaries are societies unto themselves, with their own sociology, history, values and beliefs.
Military culture is built on the principles of shared history and values.
Culture will always be a critical part of the identity of the Marine Corps. The Marine
Corps Systems Command conducted the FSR to align an organization to better support Marines
deployed in the operating forces. Implications of this study, if utilized by USMC senior
leadership, can lead to improvements in the relationship and understanding between the military
and civilians. Invariably, improving the culture should lead to better results supporting the
operating forces.
Recommendations for Practice
Findings in this study lead to the following recommendations for the Marine Corps
Systems Command leadership:
1. The Commanding General should apply transformational leadership through
empowerment and development of his followers. Dvir, Eden, Avolio, and Shamir (2002)
identify that “transformational leaders evaluate the potential of all followers in terms of
their ability to fulfill current commitments, while also envisioning expansion of their
future responsibilities” (p. 736). Transformational leadership can be described as “a
process that transforms people” (Northouse, 2016, p. 161). Researching deeper into this
leadership theory, transformational leaders need to consider emotions, ethics, goals,
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values and standards of people in order to influence individuals (followers) to accomplish
more than what is generally expected (Northouse, 2016). Successful employment of
transformational leadership requires leaders to recognize that followers are a critical
element to ensure positive change. Accordingly, transformational leadership focuses “on
the exchanges that occur between leaders and their followers” (Northouse, 2016, p. 162).
2. The Marine Corps should consider other modern leadership theories. Beyond Kotter’s
Leading change there are theories such as adaptive leadership, which has already been
applied to military contexts (Cojocar, 2011; Sharpe & Creviston, 2013).
3. Leadership should consider the aspects of job satisfaction that can be attributable to the
collective impact of adult learning. Collective impact is based on the premise for
organizations to advance, as with people, they need to learn. The way in which they
learn is through continuous learning of “inquiry and dialogue, and collaboration and team
learning” (Merriam, 2007, p. 44). Collective impact empowers people “to make change
in their own organizations and communities” (Dubow, Hug, Serafini, & Litzler, 2018, p.
257). Ways in which this could be accomplished is the establishment of teams
representing each of the competencies to have a role and feedback in the execution of the
FSR.
4. The Marine Corps should consider the development and teaching of courses for Marine
Officers on leading federal civilian employees.
5. The Marine Corps could better utilize principles of adult education and learning in
organizational change. One practical approach is providing organizational leaders
seminars and courses taught by higher learning institutions such as Virginia Tech.
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6. USMC should investigate coordination with the US Army Training and Doctrine
Command, Army War College, and Defense Acquisition University as to lessons learned
using Kotter’s Leading Change Model. This can lead the Marine Corps to have a better
understanding of the benefits utilizing an academically recognized leadership model that
can be applied to organizations involved in the support of ground combat operations.
7. The senior military leadership should consider utilizing a recognized organizational
change model that has feedback loops and allows for change vice being rigidly
methodical. One such model is the new Kotter’s (2014) Accelerate Model. This new
model is based on dual operating systems, making significant changes to the steps, and
recognize that leaders sometimes need to go back and forth between steps to make
appropriate adjustments during the change process. Kotter’s Accelerate Model has eight
accelerators, similar to the eight-steps as seen in his (1996) book Leading Change. They
are as follows.
1) Create a sense of urgency around a Big Opportunity
2) Build guiding coalition
3) Form strategic vision and initiatives
4) Enlist volunteer army
5) Enable action by removing barriers
6) Generate short-term wins
7) Sustain acceleration
8) Institute Change
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Recommendations for Future Research
Since the MCSC has already conducted the FSR, it would be impractical to conduct
another at this point in time. However, based on the results and findings, it is recommended that
the Marine Corps conduct research as to why employees of the acquisition support competency’s
findings and results were favorable in comparison to the engineering support. Specifically, the
following is recommended:
•

Investigate why civilian employees that are in the acquisition support competency had the
highest levels of job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness in comparison to the
other competency groups. This could lead to a better understanding as to how they are
led and motivated in order to be applied to the way the other competencies operate.

•

Investigate why the engineering competency had the lowest scores and perceptions on
organizational effectiveness, job satisfaction, and individual effectiveness.

•

Although beyond the scope of this study, there should be more research conducted on
Kotter’s model and job satisfaction. The importance of job satisfaction is regarded highly
throughout society, but is not prominently identified in any of Kotter’s stages.
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APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS

ALMAR

All Marine Activities

AOA

Analysis of Alternatives

ASN RDA

Assistance Secretary of the Navy Research, Development & Acquisition

C2

Command & Control

CAO CONOPS

Competency Aligned Organization Concept of Operations

CD&I

Combat Development and Integration

CMC

Commandant of the Marine Corps

CMDR

Commander

COA

Courses of Action

DoD

Department of Defense

FSR

Force Structure Review

FSROPT

Force Structure Review Operations Program Team

FSRWG

Force Structure Review Operations Working Group

HQMC

Head Quarters Marine Corps

IT

Information Technology

MAGTF

Marine Air Ground Task Force

MCRDAC

Marine Corps Research Development and Acquisition Command

MCSC

Marine Corps Systems Command

MOS

Military Occupational Specialty

OCS

Officer Candidate School
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Ops

Operations

PFM

Portfolio Functional Manager

P&R

Programs and Resources

PM

Program Manager
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Appendix B
MARINE AIR-GROUND TASK FORCE CONCEPT
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APPENDIX C
MARINE CORPS ORDER 3120.3 of 27 DEC 1962
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APPENDIX D
RESTRUCTURING THE MARINE CORPS ORGANIZATION FOR COMBAT SYSTEMS
ACQUISITION
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APPENDIX E
USMC APPROVAL TO EXAMINE PREVIOUS 2017 CLIMATE SURVEY
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APPENDIX F
USMC ACQUISITION ORGANIZATION FORCE STRUCTURE REVIEW EMPLOYEE
SURVEY SUMMER 2018

USMC Acquisition Organization
Force Structure Review
Employee Survey
Summer 2018
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PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may refuse to take part in the research or exit
the survey at any time without penalty. You are free to decline to answer any particular question
you do not wish to answer for any reason.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Your responses will be confidential and no identifying information such as your name, email
address or IP address will be collected.
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PART I- Organizational Effectiveness

IMPORTANT- PLEASE READ: Use the following scale to respond to each item on this
portion of the survey.
Response scale for questions 1-7
1= Strongly Disagree
2= Disagree
3= Slightly Disagree
4= Neither Agree nor Disagree
5= Slightly Agree
6= Agree
7= Strongly Agree

Please answer the question about the impact of Force Structure Review.
1

I feel that the organizational structure is easier to understand.

2

I feel that the competencies play a greater role in the organization.

3

I believe that all competencies are viewed equally by Command leadership.

4

I feel the implementation of the Force Structure Review was implemented too
quickly.

5

My senior leader has processes in place to facilitate the sharing of information
throughout the organization.

6

My supervisor clarifies our organization’s goals and priorities.

7 The organization is structured in the original vision of the Force Structure Review.
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You may use this space to explain your ratings.
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Part II- Job Satisfaction
IMPORTANT- PLEASE READ: Use the following scale to respond to each item on this
portion of the survey.
Response scale for questions 8-14
1= Strongly Disagree
2= Disagree
3= Slightly Disagree
4= Neither Agree nor Disagree
5= Slightly Agree
6= Agree
7= Strongly Agree

Job satisfaction: Beliefs and attitudes about your job.
8

I understand the role of my current job.

9

I like my current job.

10 I am satisfied with my current job.
11 The Force Structure Review had a positive impact on my job.
12 The Force Structure Review made my job more efficient.
13 I am proud to tell people about my job.
14 I would recommend others to seek employment in my organization.
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You may use this space to explain your ratings.
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Part III-Individual Effectiveness
IMPORTANT- PLEASE READ: Use the following scale to respond to each item on this
portion of the survey.
Response scale for questions 15-23
1= Strongly Disagree
2= Disagree
3= Slightly Disagree
4= Neither Agree nor Disagree
5= Slightly Agree
6= Agree
7= Strongly Agree

This section will measure effectiveness of the Force Structure Review
15 I feel that I am more effective managing tasks since the Force Structure Review.
16 I have less work since the Force Structure Review.
17 I intend to make a career in Marine Corps Systems Command.
18 The Force Structure Review has slowed work processes.
19 There are more layers of red tape to complete tasks.
20 I have too much work to be effective.
21 I would recommend people to seek employment in my organization.
22 My efforts have resulted in faster fielding of equipment to the Marine Forces.
23 I feel encouraged by leadership to develop in my role.
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You may use this space to explain your ratings.
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PART IV- Demographics

The information provided below WILL NOT be used to identify you. It is used in to identify
trends (e.g., Male/Female, Grade levels, etc.).

YOUR ACCURACY IS IMPORTANT IN GETTING AN HONEST ASSESSMENT OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION.
24 I am:
1
2
3

=
=
=

Male
Female
Decline to respond

25 Are you Spanish/Hispanic/Latino?
1

=

No, not Spanish/Hispanic/Latino

2

=

Yes, Mexican, Puerto Rican/Cuban, Central or South American, or other
Spanish/Hispanic/Latino

3=

Decline to respond

26 What is your race? Select one or more races to indicate what you consider
yourself to be:
1

=

American Indian or Alaska Native

2

=

Asian

3

= Black or African American

4

= Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

5

= White

6

= Decline to respond
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27

In which category are you a member?
1

=

Civilian (GS 1-6)

2

=

Civilian (GS 7-12)

3

=

Civilian (GS-13-15)

4

=

Senior Executive Service

4

=

Wage Grade (WG/WS/WL)

6

= Non-Appropriated Fund Employee

7

= Decline to respond

28 In which supervisory category are you a member?
1

=

Non-Supervisor

2

=

Supervisor

3

=

Decline to respond

29 Which Competency are you part of:
1

=

Acquisition Support

2

=

Contracts

3

=

Engineering

4

=

Logistics

5

=

Program Management

6

=

Decline to respond
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APPENDIX G
USMC ACQUISITION ORGANIZATION FORCE STRUCTURE REVIEW
LEADERQUESTIONNAIRE SUMMER 2018

USMC Acquisition Organization
Force Structure Review
Leader Questionnaire
Summer 2018
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The information provided below WILL NOT be used to identify you.
YOUR ACCURACY IS IMPORTANT IN GETTING AN HONEST ASSESSMENT OF THE
ORGANIZATION SINCE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FORCE STRUCTURE REVIEW.

Please provide at least a few sentences in response to each of the following questions:
1. How did the urgency of the Force Structure Review impact the efficiency of the
organization?
2. How did the Command create the guiding coalition that designed the Force Structure
Review?
3. How was the vision and strategy of the Force Structure Review developed?
4. How did the Force Structure Review impact civilian employees’ job satisfaction?
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